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Mr. M. SOMERVILLE, 1 O'Curry Road, S.c.R.
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3GENERAL REGULATIONS
-_.+--
DAY AND EVENING COURSES AND CLASSES
--+--
AD;\USSION.
In general applicants for admission to classes must not be under
fourteen years of age.
E"TRANCE EXAi\lINATION.
Intending tudents may be required to pass an entrance test,
or give evidence of a satisfactory sta~dard of education. Introductory
Cour~es are provided tor tho e who fail to reach the entrance test
standard.
\Vhole-time Day Course : Week commencing 4th September, 1939.
Part-time Day Courses: Week commencing 11 th September, 1939.
Evening Cour es : Week commencing 18th September, 1939.
COCRSES.
The Courses as set out are not to be considered a arbitrary; the
subjects may, with the sanction of the Principal be varied.
TRADE CLASSES.
The Trade CIa es are primarily intended for those engaged in
the everal trades; where possible separate classes for journeymen
will be arranged in trade subjects.
ATTENDANCE.
Punctual and regular attendance of students will be insisted upon.
Those who are absent from more than two consecutive class meet-
ings, without assigning a satisfactory reason, may have their names
removed from the Class Roll. When this has been done, tudents
can be restored to their places only by the special permission of the
Principal.
A class may be discontinued if an insufficient number of students
join or attend; the number of evenings allotted weekly to a class
may be reduced if there is a falling off in the attendance. The right
is reserved to close classes for any other reason whatever.
DISCIPLINE.
Strict order must be observed at all times ,Yithin the precincts of
the school.
DAMAGE TO SCHOOL PROPERTY.
Students wilfully damaging School property may be required, on
order of the Committee, to pay for such repairs or replacements as
may be necessary.
CLOAKROOM A!\TJ) BICYCLE HOUSES.
The authorities of the School do not accept responsibility for
articles left in any part of the School premises.
BOOKS, STATIONERY A D EQUIPMENT.
Students are expected to provide themselves with such books,
stationery and equipment as may be required.
SCHOOL CHOIRS AND DRAMATIC CLASSES.
The Committee is prepared to facilitate the organisation of Choral
and Dramatic Societies and similar activities. Students interested
are invited to communicate with the Principal.
5REGULATIONS IN REGARD TO FEES
All fees must be paid on enrolment.
Where a student elects to enrol in any particular Institute foI'
certain classes, a transfer to one of the other Technical Institutes
for similar classes without payment of the full enrolment fee, can
only be made by special permission.
Students who. through obtaining employment or other valid
rea on, are unable to continue in attendance at current Whole-time
Day Courses, may be admitted to approved Evening School Cour e
in the current Ses ion with a remission of fees up to the value of the
Day School Fees paid.
FEES
DAY COURSES.
Bakery Practice (Part-time) ... per Session £0 7 6
Certificate Course in Breadmaking (Part-time) do. 0 15 0
Certificate Course in Flour Confectionery do. do. 0 15 0
Cinema Projection Technology (Part-time) do. o 10 0
Electrotechnology and Engineering Science (Whole-time)
per Session 1 0 0
Electrical In tallation Work (Whole-time) do. 0 0
\Vireless Telegraphy:-
*Marine Operators' Certificate Course 12 0 0
.;.Aircraft Operators' Certificate Course 12 0 0
*Combined Course 16 0 0
Direction Finding (Part Course) per Month 1 0 0
Morse Practice (Part Course) ... per Month 0 7 6
6EVENING COURSES: ART, SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, TRADES.
Applied Chemistry per Session 0 15 0
Medical Chemistry do. 1 10 0
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Lectures) do. 1 10 0
Ditto, ditto (Laboratory) ... per Term 0 10 0
Pharmacy (Practical) do. 0 15 0
Specialised Technical Analysis per Session 0 15 0
Wireless Telegraphy :-
*Marine Operators' Certificate Course ..j. 0 0
'*Aircraft Operators' Certificate Course ..j. 0 0
*Combined Course 5 0 0
Direction Finding (Part Course) per Month 0 7 6
All other Courses in this section-7/6 for each year of Course.
EVENING COURSES: DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND \VOl\1EN'S WORK.
One Class ... per Session £0 7 6
Each additional Class do. 0 2 6
Introductory Course do. 0 2 6
Students of Evening Technical Courses may take a cIa s in Irish at
a fee of 2/6.
[* Fees for Certificate Courses in Wireless Telegraphy are incIu ive
for the full period of training up to certification.]
7TEACHING STAFF
E. MORTON, B.se., A.R.e.se.I., Principal and Head of the Schools
of Physics, Electrical EnfJineering and Chemistry.
SCIE CE AND TECHNOLOGY.
B. G. FACAN, BoA., R.se., F.r.e.,
A.R.e.Se.I.
HAROLD A. HODGENS.
M. J. GOR 1A , B.se., A.R.e.Se.!.
HENRY C. CLIFTO~, B.A.
P. WHELA."I', R.se., A.R.e.Se.!.
F. NOLA~, ;\f.se.
G. A. W ATSON, B.se., A.R.e.Se.I.
GEO. K. RI~C, R.se., A.R.e.Se.I., ]OH S L i\N HIE, 11.D., B.L., PH.e.
B.E.
A. D. WHELAN, B.E.
W. ]. LooBY, B.Se., A.R.e.Se.!.,
H. DIP. IN ED.
E. MOYNIHA~, B.se., A.R.e.Se.I. P. ]. O'CALLACHA, , B.Se.,
A.R.e.Se.I.
H. FLOOD, B.se., A.R.C.SC.I.
F. ]. BARRACRY, M.P.S.I.
P. SULLIVAN, TECH. DIP.
H. J. BARRIseALE, R.E.
P. CONLON, TECH. DIP.
J. HONAN.
B. J. DIXON, B.se., A.R.C.SC.I.
\V. O'CONNOR, R.E.
P. ]. HURLEY, M.SC.
H. D. THORNTON, R.SC.,
A.R.C.SC.!.
J. H. FERCUSON, TECH. DIP.
( llLLINC).
]. WILLIAi\IS.
W. O'BRIEN, DIP. INC.
D. W. MORRISSEY, B.SC.
]. J. O'DOHERTY, B,SC'J B.E.,
A.;\I.I.E.E.
8TRADES A TD HA DICRAFTS.
M. LAMBERT.
E. ]. McNAMARA.
W. G. BRADY.
W. KELLY.
T. O'CARROLL.
M. NOONAJ.'I".
T. PURCELL.
P. O'REILLY.
M.O'KEEFE.
]. O'TOOLE.
S. ANTHONY.
P. DELANEY.
P. ]. CASEY.
]. D'ARCY.
]. RYAx.
E. KE:'\'T.
S. E. MACCORMAIc-Continuation Subjects.
R. MURR Y Do.
]. MOYNIHAN-Irish.
ART A TD ARTISTIC CRAFTS.
WILLIAM L. WHELAN, Art Master's Certificates, Board of Educa-
tion, London, Silver and Bronze Medalist, ational Com-
petition, South Kensington; Medalist, Irish Iational Art Com-
petition-Head of the Arts and Crafts Department.
]AMES ]. BURKE, Certificated Art Teacher, London, Medalist.
MISS MARGARET WHELAN, Certificated Art Teacher, Medalist.
DOMESTIC SCIE ICE A ID WOME 'S WORK.
Miss KATHLEEN O'SuLLlvAN-Headmistress.
Mis T. BRADY.
Miss E. GALLAGHER.
Miss E. PERRY.
Mis F. RUSSELL.
Miss M. MELLETT.
Mrs. C. ! EVIN.
Miss 1\1. MULCAHY.
Mrs. K. MCCORMACK.
Mrs. M. \VHELAN.
Mi s E. MARNELL.
Miss C. McDoNALD.
SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY, PHYSICS AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
PROGRAMME AND TIME TABLE
CF THE COURSES IN
Electrical Engineering Practice and Technology
Electrical Trades and Crafts
Instrument Making and Allied Crafts
Radiotelegraphy
Physics and Mathematics
Pure and Applied Chemistry
Industrial Chemistry-Specialised Courses
Bacteriology and Botany
Pharmacy and Allied Subjects
Languages for Students of Technology
SESSION 1939-40.
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SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, RADIO
TELEGRAPHY, PHYSICS AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
DAY COURSES
Full-time Courses for the Training and Certification of
Wireless Operators
See pages -+1--+9 relati\'e to Time Tables, Syllabuses and Con-
ditions of Admi ion to Courses,
Full-time Course-Electrotechnology and Engineering
Science
The Course provides a pre-apprenticeship training of a high stan·
dard suitable for those who intend to enter Electrical Trades or the
Offices of Consultant Engineers or Electrical Contractors,
The Course is designed to cover two Sessions and provides approxi-
mately 25 hours of instruction per week in Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry, l\lechanics, Electrical Technologr and 'Vork hop Prac-
tice, and in Irish, English and Physical Training.
Intending student should not be over sixteen years of age and
should have attained a minimum standard of general education
equivalent to that of the Second Year of the Intermediate Course in
Secondary Schools.
Fee for the Course, £1.
DAY COURSES FOR TRADE APPRENTICES
Full-time Courses-Electrical Installation Work and
Electrotechnology
These Courses are conducted under special scheme making pro-
vision for the full technical training of Electrical Apprentices during
the five-year period of Apprenticeship. The schemes have the co-
operation of Trade Unions and Employers.
11
Courses provide 33 hours of instruction per week in Electrical
Theory and Experimental Work, Engineering Science, Mathematic.
English (Precis and Report Writing), Technical Drawing. Elec-
trical Installation and Fitting Work.
The syllabuses of instruction are ba ed on those for the Depart-
ment of Education Examinations in Electrical Installation Work
and in Electrical Engineering Practice. By arrangement with the
Department of Education, students sit for the Junior and Senior
Trade Tests and for the Technological Examinations at appropriate
tages in the instruction.
The duration of the Courses, depending on the particular scheme,
"aries between 3 months and 6 months in each year of Apprenticeship.
Fee for each Cour e, £1.
Part-time Courses-Projection Science and Technology
(Cinema Apprentices)
The Courses are designed to provide for the technical training of
Cinema Apprentices employed in the Dublin Area,' and are organised
in co-operation with the Trade Union and the Irish Cinema and
Theatre Managers' Association.
The Courses extend over three Sessions and provide a m1l11mUm
of five hours of instruction per week in Mathematics, Elementary
Science, Light and Sound, Technical Electricity, Electrical Repro-
duction of Sound, and Sound Head Amplifier Equipment.
The Session extends from October to mid-June in each year.
Fee for each Course, 10/-.
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SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, RADIO
TELEGRAPHY, PHYSICS AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
EVENING DEPARTMENT.
CERTIFICATE COURSES A:-''U EXTERXAL EXA;'.ll~ATIONS.
The attention of Students is directed to the Examination in Art,
Engineering and Chemical Technology, and Craft subjects con-
ducted under the auspices of the Department of Education, the City
and Guilds of London Institute, and Professional Institutions, such
as the Institution of Electrical Engineer, the Institute of Ga
Engineer, etc.
\Vhen deciding on a Course of Study the intending student
should consult the Principal or a Lecturer. It is important that the
Course prescribed should not only meet the educational requirements
of the student, but also lead to his or her acquirement of a Technical
Qualification of high standing in Industry. Such qualification are
of definite value to the holders when seeking employment Or better-
ment of position.
Established Courses as li ted hereunder are conducted in relation
to the examination requirements of the seyeral authoritie named .
•
COURSE
Breadmaking and Flour Confec-
tionery
Brewing
Electrical Engineering practice.""}
Electrical Installation Work .""
Flour Milling
Ga Engineering and Supply
EXAi\IINATIOX SYLLABUSES
City and Guilds (Land.).
City and Guilds (Land.).
{
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
Institution of Electrical Engineers
City and Guilds (Land.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
In titution of :ras Engineers.
COURSE
Line Telegraphy, Telephony
Milk Processing
Oils, Fats and vVaxes ,,,
Paints and Varnishes
Petroleum Products
Physics and Applied Chemistry...
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and
Allied Subjects
Radio-Communication
Radio ervice Work ."
Rad io-T elegraphy, -Telephony
(Aircraft and Marine Radio
Officers)
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Ex.\MINATIO:'\ SYLLABUSES
Department of Education.
City and Guild (Land.),
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond,).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
Pharmaceutical Society of
Ireland.
City and Guild (Lond.).
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Posts and Tele-
graphs,
----_._---------
Further information in regard to Schemes of External Examina-
tions may be had on request to the Principal.
Schools of Electrical Engineering, Radiotelegraphy, Physics
and Applied Chemistry.
No. I
or I
CoIUlle
Evening Courses
Day
and Time
Hour IRoom I
Table
TEACITER
SPECIAL CLASSES IN IRISH.
Jri.b-I.C.
lti.b-I.D.
lYecl.
Fri.
7.30-0.30
7.30-0.30
S. Moynlban
INTRODUCTORY COURSES
I
4K I Engli.b-F ..
"1 Tues. I 7.30-S.30 13 S. F.. MacCorm,lc.Elementary Mathemati",,-F .. Tues. S.30-9.30 13 ~. E. ~1ac~orma·c.I Elementary Sclence-A .. .• Fri. 7.30-0.30 8 E. MOYDiban.
6K I EngU.b-G .. .. , Thurs. 7.30-8.30 16 S. E. Mac~orm·dc.I E'ementary ~Iatbematics-G .. Tbur•. 8.30-0.30 16 S. E. MacColmalc.
Drawing-F.. .. .• .• Wed. 7.30-0.30 14 MI.s M. Wbelan.
ELECTRICAL TRADES
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK.
6K
7K
FIRST YEAR.
Electrical Wlrlng-Pract. I.
Electrical Enlr\Deerlnl-Lect. I ...
Electrical Laboratory-I.
PhYal"" tor Electricians
SECOND YEAR.
Electrical Wlrlnl-Frsct. n.
Electrical Installation-Lect. n.
Electrical Englneerfng-n.
I )Ion. or Fr!.
Wed.
Wed.
Tue•.
Tburs.
'rues.
:\Ion.
7.30-10.0
7.30-8.30
8.35-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-S.30
7.30-10.0
1
12
8
S
1
~
6
E. J. McNamara
E. Moynlhan
E. Moynlhan. H. Flood.
H. Flood, 11'. Hender<oD
E. J. :\lcXamara.
W. Fegan.IG. Ring, A. D. Wbelan.
ELECTRICAL FITTING.
I TIDRD YEAR.
8K I Electrical Fittlng-Pract. ..
\
Electrical Englneerlng-(D.C. and
A.C.) .. .. .. ..
Practical Drawing . • . • ••
Wed.
Thurs.
Fr!.
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
6
14
E. J. MacXamara
W. Fegan.
J. Wllllams.
8K \ Cable Jointing
10K I Electric Welding
I
CABLE JOINTING.
IMon. & Wed. I•• Tucs. & Thurs. 8. 0-10.0
ELECTRIC WELDING.
I Tues .• Wed .• I 8.0-lO.0
I Thurs .• Fri. I
18 IP.O'Keeffe
J. O'1"oole.
No.
ot I
O>nr:p ,
SUB.JJ:CT
15
Day Hour Room TEACHER
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
ELECrRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
llK
12K
131\:
FIRST YEAR.
I
Electrical Engineerlng-l..\.
Pbyslcslor Eleclrlclans-l..\.
Electrical Engineering-LB.
PbYsics tor Electrlclall'-l. B.
SECO:-<D YEAR.
Electrical Engineering-n.
Mathematics-IT. C.
Practical Dra\\1ng-fT.
Tburs.
Mon.
Well.
Tues.
Mon.
]o'rl.
Wed.
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-9.30
7.30-10.0
12·10-8 H. Flood. E. )loYnlban
S IH, Flood. E. ~IoYnlhaD
12-10·8 E. MOYlllhan. H. Flood
8 H. Flood. E. ~IoYniban
11-'-6 : G. Ring. M Hendel\lOD,
A. D.Wbelan.
4 ,A. D. WhelaD.
It H. J. BarriScale.
FU"fH YEAR.
Electrical Englneerlng-l\·.
Power Plants and Producers
141\:
15K
16K
171\:
THIRD YEAR.
Electrical Engineering-HI.
Applied Mecbanlcs-I.
lIatbematlcs .•
I FOURTH YEAR.
Eleclrlcal Englneerlnll-A.C.
Practlcal Matbematics
I
I SIXTH YEAR.
IElectrical Englneering- \'...')Iatbematlcs •• . . . •
Wed.
Fr!.
Thurs.
Tues.
Tburs.
Tuc., Tbur.
Wed.
Tue .. 'l'hur.
Mon,
7.30-1011
7.30·10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-9.30
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
I :.30-0.301.30-9.30
4·6
9
~
'-6
11
4-6
AS'
28-8
B:!·
I
I
G. Ring, W. Fellan.
F. NolaD
K. HaDWay.
G. Rinll.
K. Hanway.
G. Ring. W. Fegan.
IJ. J. O·Doberly.J;I. C. Cll/ton
POST OFFICE ENGINEERING COURSES
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.I FIRST YEAR. IThurl'.18K Technical Telegrapby-I. .. 8. 0-10.0 2a P. SulUvan.
)Iagnetism and Eleclriclty .. Fri. 7.30-10.0 ]2-8 P. O·C.lllallban.
I SECO:'<D YEAR.
.. 1 Fri. I19K Technical Telegrapby-H. .• 8. 0-10.0 16 P. Conlon
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY
HRST YEAR.
201\: Tecbnlcal TelepbollY- I. Wed. 8. 0-10.0 8 P. Sulllvan.
)IBIluetlsm and Electricity Fr!. 7.30-10.0 12-8 I P. O·Callsgb~n.
SECOND YEAR.
211\: Tecbnlcal Telepbony- IL Tues. 8. 0-10.0 13
POST OFFICE ENGINEERING.
22K IPost Offine Enlllneerlnll-I.
"1 Mon. 8.0-10.0 5 H. J. Barrlsca!e.
Tn.trument a~irlng (Pr.) . Fr!. 8.0-10.0 11 &: 6 n. J. Barrlscale.
16
~o.
01
Course
SUBJECT nay Hour ROO~ 'fEACllER
RADIO TECHNOLOGY
RADIO COIIIMUNICATION•
.FIRST YEAR.
23K I Radio Communication-I...I MlllIIletlsm and Electricity-I.
\
SECOND YEAR.
24K Radio Communication-H.
Electrical Engineering CA .C.)
.. I Tues.
Fri.
.. I Tues.
.. Thurs.
I 8.0' 10.0 I 9
7.30-10.0 12 &; 10
.. I 8.0-10.0 I
.• 7.30-10.0 4 & 6
F. Nolan.
P. J. O'uaJlaghan.
W. FeR.n.
RADIO· SERVICE.
25K
26K
FIRST YEAR.
\
Radio Service-I. •• ..
MlllI:netism and Electrlclty-1.
SECOND YEAR
RadIo Service-n. ..
Radio Communication-I...
"I Mon.
.. Fri.
Thurs.
I Tues.
"I !l.O-lO.O
.. 7.30-10.0
8.0 10.0
8.0-10.0
I 9 I H. Hodgens.12 &; 10 P. J. O·Callllll:han.
I 9 IH. Hodllens.
9 I ~'. Nolan.
27K I Telegraphy Practice .•
MORSE PRACTICE.
.. Mon.. Wed.. Tb. 7.30 9.30 13 J. V. Honan•
TRAINING COURSES FOR WIRELESS OPERATORS
(See Plllle 20).
INSTRUMENT MAKING AND GLASS BLOWING
28K
7.30-10.0 2 )1. Lambert.
.. 7.30-10.0 12·10·8 E. Moynlhan.
.. I 7.30-10.0 I 12 & 10 I P. J. O·CalJa&han.
:FIRST YEAR.
Instrmnent Making-I.
I Elementary Science ..
SECOND YEAR.
29K Instrwnent MakJng-ll.
Electrical Engineering-I. or
Physics-I•.•
INSTRUMENT
'.rue~.
I Frl.
Fri.
Tues.
I Mon.
MAKING.
I
7.30-10.0
7.30-9.30
2
8
M. Lambert.
E. Moynihan.
GLASS BLOWING OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
30K I Glass Blowlnll .. I :Uon.,Wed, FJI. 7.30-10.0 I 27 W. G. Bra"y.
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
GENERAL PHYSICS.
P. J. 0' allaghan,
P. Wheian.
P. J. O·Callallhan.Wed. 7.30-10.0 9 & 10
lA Claas In Mathematics may be taken in addition>.
.. I)Ion. 7.30-10.0 12 & 10
lA Class in Mathematics may be taken In addition).
SECOND YEAR.
I Physlcs-n. .•
I,'IRST YEAR.IPhysics-I. .•
32K
31K
SSK I Mechanics ..
MECHANICS
.. I Fri. .• I 7.3lHl.30 9 F. Nolan
31K
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRlCITY.
\ MIllI:J1etlsm and Electricity.. ., I Fri. .. \ 7.30-10.0 112 & 10 I
lA Class in Mathematics may be taken In addition).
P. J. O·Call"llhan.
B. Dixon, P. \\'hel8n.
No.
of
Course I
SUBJECT
17
Day Hour Room TEAOHER
35K
36K
37K
3~K
SPECIAL COURSES
SANITATION SCIENCE.
• ELECTRICITY FOR RADIOLOGISTS.
• PHYSICAL OPTICS.
• OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.
• The Special Courses Ilsted above will be organised ID the Session 193J·40. Intendiua: students should
consult the Principal.
MATHEMATICS.
39K :Uathematics-I.
40K Mathematics-IL
41K Mathematics-Ill.
Fri.
Thurs.
Mon.
7.30 9.30
7.30 9.30
4
11
B2
A. D. IVhelan.
K. Hanway.
H. C. Cllfton.
42K Mathematics ~ 7.30-9.30 2, H. C. Cllfton.
(Tutorial ClasS>.
(Mnthematics - Students should consult the Principal before enroJliug.)
PURE AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
APPLIED CHEMISTRY (GENERAL).
FIRST YEAR.
43K Inorganic Chemist.ry. Lecture I Tues. 7.308.30 25 G. A.Watson; H. Thomton.
Laboratory-I. 'rue ... 8.35 10.5 21 G. A.Watson; H. Thomton.
Do. Wed. 7.30-10.0 21 G. A.Watson; H. Thomton.
I Physics-I. )lon. 7.30-10.0 10 P. O·Callaghan.
~ECOND YEAR.
44K i Inorganic Chemist.ry. Lecture Mon. 9.5-10.5 25 G. A. Watsun.
Chemical Analysls-n. . . Tues. 7.30-10.0 22 G. A. Watsun.
Mon. 7.30-9.0 22 G. A. Watoon.
Physics-n. .. Wed. 7.30-10.0 9 & 10 P. J. O·Calla.a:ha.n.
".fIlUW YE.\R.
45K Inorganic Chemist.ry. I"",ture Thurs. 7.30-8.30 25 H. Thorntou; B. G ~'a.a:a.n.
Chemical Anaiys!3-Ill. Fr!. 7.30-10.0 22 H. Thornton; B. G. Fa.a:an.
Thurs. 835-10.5 22 n. Thornton; B. G Fa.a:a.n.
FOURTII YEAR.
46K Organic Chemistry and Thurs. 7.30-10.0 22 B. G. ~'agan ; H. Thornton.
Technical Analysis-}V. Frt. 7.30-10.0 22 B. G. Fagan; H. Thomton
FH"£H YEAR.
47K IOr;ani? Ch~mist.ry ..nd Thur. Frt. .. 7.30-10.0 22 B. G. Fagan ; H. Thomton.
AnalysIS-V. .. .. Thur.• Fri... 7.30-10.0 22 B. G. Fagan ; H. Tbomton.
PHYSICAL CHEMISTBY•
48K \ Physical Chemistry-Lecture .. \ Thurs.
"I 7.30-10.0 23 \ P. O·Callaghan.Physical Chemist.ry-LaboratorY •. Thurs. ., 7.30-10.0 23 P. O·Calla.ha·,.
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No.
01 SUBJECT Day l:Iour nOOD, Tt':AL'HER
Course
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
SPECIALISED COURSES IN TECHNICAL ANALYSIS.
FOOD AND DRUGS.
191': I TechnIcal Analysis .. Thurs. & Fri. I 7.30-10.0 22 I B. G. rOsiSn; H. Thornton.
OILS AND FATS
60K I Technical Analysis .. I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.30"10.0 2:! B. G. Faian; H. Thornton.
GAS MANUFACTURE.
6lK I Te<h11leal Analysis .. I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.30-W.0 22 I ll. G. Fallan; H. Thornton.
COURSE FOR DIPLOMA OF VETERINARY STATE MEDICINE EXAMINATION.
62K I Technical AnalYsis •• •• I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.30-10.0 22 I B. G. F&Il&n; H. Thorntoo
TESTING OF PETROLUM PRODUCTS (FUEL OILS AND LUBRICANTS.
o3K I Technical Analysis •• •. I Thurs. . Fri. I 7.30-10.0 22 n. G. Fagan. H. Thornton
TECHNOLOGY OF MANUFACTURES
BREWING SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY OF FERMENTATION.
64K I Lecture and Laboratory.. .. I Fri. .. I 6.0-8.0 23 I W. J. Looby.
BAKERY AND MILLING SCIENCE.
o6K I Lecture '\Od Laborotory.. .. Thurs. ... I 7.30-10.0 10 r P. IYhClsn.
INDUSTRIAL BACTERIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY.
66K 1Lecture and LaboratorY .• .. I Tues. .. I 7.30-10.0 I 23 W. J. Loohy.
67K
68K
MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS MANUFACTURE.
I Lecture and Laboratory .. I l!'rI.• Wed. .. I 8.0 10.0 I 23 I M. J. Gorman.
CEREAL CHEMISTRY AND FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
ILecture and Laboratory .. .. \ ~ron. .. I 7.30-10.0 I 23 IW. J. Looby;Techl;olO1'Y .. .. .. •• Mou. &. Wed. 7.30-10.0 28 J. II. Ferlluson.
TECHNOLOGY OF PAINT AND VARNISH MANUFACTURE.
69K I Lecture and Laboratory •. Wed. 7.30-10.0 21 G. A. Watson.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY. PHOTO.MECHANICAL PROCESS WORK.
LITHOGRAPHY. ETC.
60K I Lecture and Laboratory.. Thurs... I 7.30-9.30 22 I F. Nolan
CHEMISTRY AND BOTANY FOR SEEDSMEN.
61K I Lecture and Laboratory .. .. I Thurs. .. I 7.30-9.30 I 23 I W. J. Looby.
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY
62K IMedical hcmlstr)'-Lect. ..
Do. Lab.
1"0. I.oh
----'---
Wed.. l'rl. .. 7.30- .30
Mon. 7.30-10.0
1".1. R.~O-10.0
25
21
21
P. J. Hurley.
P. J. HurlcY.
P. J. Hurley.
19
No.
ol
Course I SubJe<'t Day Hour Room TelWber
COURSES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
'LECTURE COURSE IN PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY.
(September to May).
~SK f'hemblry and PhYSI"". Lecture .. I )Ion. &; Fr!.
.. .. Lab.IOptlonall Mon. &; Frl. I 7.S(}-8.S08.3(}-10.0 2521 P. J. Hurley.I P. J. Hurley.
'POST-LECTURE COURSES IN PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
(September to January; January to May; May to Anzustl.
)Ion .. Wed. 7.(}-1O.0 21 P. J. HurleT.
TbllI'S.. J.'ri. H Thomton.
'BOTANY
(September to May).
... f '£buf8. I 7.0-8.30 23 W.J Looby
'MATERIA MEDICA.
(September to May)'
Thurs. .. I 8.30-a.30 23 Dr.•1. ShleleeK )Taterin )ledica
, Courses reCOllOlsed by the Pharmaceutical Society of Irelandl
b4K Ohemlcal Laboratory
(120 IlourS>.
e5K Botany
PRACTICAL PHARMACY,
(September to January; January to )Iay; )Jay to Anzustl
Cl7K ILecture and Practical Mon., Tues.
ThuN., Frl.
Wed.
7.3(}-10.0
3.(}-ti.0
F. J. Ba~y
F. J. BarrallTY
LANGUAGE COURSES
IRISH FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY•
&8K lJlHIl •• .. I Wed. 8.(}-10.0 W. J. Looby.
GERMAN FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
e9K
IGennan-lGerman-Il .. \ Wed... Thurs. .. I 8.0-10.0.. 8.(}-lO.0 1128
20
School of Wireless Telegraphy
DAY AND EVENI G COURSES FOR THE TRAL TING
AND CERTIFICATION OF RADIO OFFICERS FOR THE
MERCA TILE MARINE AND AIR SERVICES.
21
Courses and Syllabuses
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, WIRELESS TELE_
GRAPHY, APPLIED PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
INTRODUCTORY COURSE (ELECTRICAL).
Subjects:
ENGLISH.
WORKSHOP ARITHMETIC.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE, or
PRACTICAL DRAWING.
ENGLISH.
Grammar: parts of speech, punctuation, letter and essay writing,
notetaking, dictation and reading from technical journals, lectures on
simple electrical apparatus and machinery.
WORKSHOP ARITHMETIC.
Signs and symbols, factors and powers, G.C.lVI. and L.C.l\I. frac-
tions, simplification and conversion to decimals; decimals and metric
system, percentages, ratio and proportion, units of length, mensura-
tion of rectangles, parallelogram, triangles, circles, cylinders and
cone ; practical methods of calculating areas and volumes; units of
weight and specific gravity; evaluation of simple formulae used in
electrical engineering.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
units: length, area, volume and mass. Force and moment of a
force; lever; balance. Density. States of matter and change of state.
Pressure. Heat and temperature. Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales.
Demon tration of effect of heating olids, liquids and gases; expan-
sion, conduction, convection and radiation. Evaporation and boiling.
The Calorie-specific heat. Di tinction between chemical and physical
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changes. Study of nature and action of air. Heating of metals in air;
change of appearance and weight; rusting of iron; meaning of burn-
ing or combustion. Inactive and active constituents of air. Prepara-
tion of oxygen and examination of its properties. Preparation of
hydrogen and examination of properties. Oxidation of hydrogen.
Action of metals on acids; sulphuric, nitric and hydrochloric acids.
Elementary ideas on formation of salts with mention of copper sul-
phate, ammonium chloride, silver nitrate, and zinc chlorade. De-
composition of water by the electric current and identification of the
products of decomposition; relative amounts of oxygen and hydrogen
evolved. Production of an electric current; using any two dissimilar
metals and a mineral acid. Necessary elements of a primary cell.
Magnetism; properties of a magnet; lines of force; magnetic field.
Magnetisation of iron. Comparison of magnetic properties of soft
iron and hard steel. Magnetic field around a straight current-
carrying conductor; circular conductor; solenoid. Polarity of sole-
noid. Electromagnet and electric bell. Leclanche and Daniell cells;
examination of; determination .of po itive and negative poles; con-
ventional direction of current; polarisation. Potential; analogy of
" head of water" and " current strength" of water flow with elec-
trical potential and current. Continuous fall of potential in the
direction of current. Chemical effect of current; revision; passage of
current through acidulated water; anode and kathode. Copper
voltam~ter (expt.). General effect of electrolysis; electrolytes. Defi-
nition of ampere in terms of electro-deposition of copper (silver). Con-
ductors and insulator. Resistance; ohm defined. Potential; volt
defined (a suming Ohm's law). Electric circuit; use of ammeter and
voltmeter; general statement of Ohm's law. Application of Ohm's
law to whole or part of circuit. The" Polarisation Effect" in cells.
Secondary cells; lead; lead-acid accumulator; no KM.F. between
two plates of lead immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, or between any
two similar metals in contact with an electrolyte. Charging proce s;
conversion of lead plates into two dissimilar plates by oxidation of
one of them. "Forming"; examination of " formed" plates. The
" discharge"; examination of plates in "discharged" condition.
Elementary ideas of "capacity" of an accumulator. Construction of
the commercial storage cell. Battery KM.F.; cell in series. Battery
KM.F.; cell in parallel. Resistances in series and in parallel. Re-
sistance of a cell. Calibration of an ammeter (copper voltameter).
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Calibration of a yoltmeter (using standard resistance and ammeter).
~1easurement of resistance by the ammeter; voltmeter method. Heat-
ing effect of a current. Electrical heating apparatus. Variation of
resistance with change of temperature of pure metals, alloys, carbon
and electrolytes. L e of Nichrome, Manganese, etc., in making
resi tance coils. Joule's Law; Joule defined; relation between the
Calorie and the Joule. Glow lamps and arc lamps. Electromagnetism
and electromagnetic induction; Lenz's law.
PRACTICAL DRAWING.
G se and care of instruments; scales; lettering and simple geometri-
cal exercises on lines and circles; projections of solids; freehand
sketching and measurement of models; methods of making drawings
of simple parts of machines and apparatus.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
MATHEl\fATICS, MECHANICS AND DRAWING.
(PHYSICS FOR ELECTRICIANS).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
FIRST YEAR.
Phenomena of electric charges and currents; lines of force; types
of magnetic fields; electro-magnets, permanent magnets, and their
applications; conductors and insulators; difference of potential;
primary cells; volts, ampere and ohms; Ohm's law; gal\'anometers;
ammeters and voltmeters; re istance and methods of mea urement;
pecific resistance; temperatudc co-efficient; thermal effects of cur-
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rents; incandescent lamps; attainment of steady temperature; simple
photometry; fuses; heaters and radiators; Joule's, Watt's, and B.O.T.
units; Coulombs; potential and other factors governing size of cables;
description and grading of cables; electric arc-switches; chemical
effects of a current; electro-deposition; secondary cells and batteries;
internal resistance; divided circuits and currents; grouping of cells;
electro-magnetic induction; spark coil; simple action of the dynamo.
SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS, AND DRAWING.
(Physics for Electricians).
Units; length, area, volume and mass. Force and moment of a
force; lever balance; weighing density. States of matter and change
of state. Properties of materials. Strength, hardnes , tenacity, divisi-
bility, ductility, elasticity, porosity. Liquids; capillarity, absorption
of water by various materials. Exclusion of water by impregnation
and protective coverings. Solvents and solutions. Pressure. Heat
and temperature. Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales. Demonstration
of effect of heating solids, liquids and gases. Expansion. Transfer
of heat by conduction, connection and radiation. Evaporation and
boiling. Calorie-specific heat. Distinction between chemical and
physical changes. Study of nature and action of air. Heating of
metals in air; rusting of iron; meaning of burning and combustion.
Inactive and active constituents of air. Preparation of oxygen and
examination of its properties; oxidation; oxides. Preparation of
hydrogen and examination of its properties. Oxidation of hydrogen.
Action of metals on acids; sulphuric, nitric, and hydrochloric-acid ;
salt formation. Decomposition of water by the electric current;
identification of products of decompo ition. Production of electric
current using any two dissimilar metals and a mineral acid. Revision.
Force. Work done by a force. Transformation of Work into Heat
energy. Various forms of energy. Conservation of energy. Trans-
formation of chemical into electrical energy. Transformation of
electrical energy into various forms. Mechanics: Concrete illustra-
tions of electrical and mechanical forces; parallelogram of forces;
resolving forces; triangle and polygon of forces. Moments, parallel
forces, centre~ of gravity, loaded beam. Couples. Electrical and
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mechanical examples. Mathematics: Fractions and decimals;
curtailment of unnecessary figures. Measurement and calculation of
perimeters, cross-sectional areas, surfaces, volumes, and weights of
simple details of apparatus in metric and British systems. The
triangle, rectangle, circle, cylinder, cone and frustrum. Square root"
Percentage. Sine, cosine, and values for 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees.
Use of tables. Drawing: Simple geometrical figures and hexagons:
ellip es and polygons to scale from specified dimensions to illustrate
distributing networks.
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICA.L ENGI TEERI~G.
MATHEMATICS.
MACHINE DRAWING.
ELECTRICAL E TGINEERING.
SECOND YEAR.
Practical units for current, voltage, resistance power and energy;
Ohm's law; resistances in series and parallel; mea urement of resi,t-
ances; Wheatstone bridge; use of megger; ohm-meter and generator,
and voltmeter for measuring instruments; electrical and mechanical
properties of conrluctors and insulators; magnetic induction; simple
them") of the dynamo; constr~lction and functions of different parts of
direct current dynamo; shunt series and compound winding; deduc-
tion of the formulae for generated volts; motors, general principles
of action; starters and regulators; reversal rotation in series; shunt
and compound wound motors; commonly occurring faults and wrong
connections; secondary cells, installation and maintenance, direct
current tran mission and distribution circuits; simple calculations
thereon; types of electric lamps; illumination tests and calculations;
alternating currents; ingle phase; elementary theory of construction
of alternator; frequency; effect of self-induction and capacity; lag
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and lead; choking coil; resistance and impedence; power in single-
phase circuits, inductive and non-inductive; principle of action ot the
transformer; A.C. motors; elementary treatment of the production
of a rotating magnetic field by two and three-phase currents in order
to explain the action of induction motors.
MATHEMATICS.
SECOND YEAR.
Arithmetic: Fractions and decimals. Contracted methods. C e ot
logarithms and slide rule. Calculations based on electrical and
physical data.
A /gebra: Simple equations In one or two unknowns and their
graphical solution. Indices. Factors. Straight-line law. t..- e ot
formulce.
Trigonometry: Trigonometrical ratios. Circular measure. olu-
tion of rightangled triangles.
A pplications to Mechanics.
The lever, pulley-block, screw-jack, hydraulic press; mechanical
advantage; resultant pull of field-magnet poles upon armature core;
velocity and acceleration; lineal and angular; law connecting iorce.
mass and acceleration; work, energy and power; calculation of brake-
horse-power; efficiency; friction; calculation of brush friction loss.
MACHINE DRAWING.
SEcm,m YEAR.
Freehand diagrammatic sketches of electrical apparatus, and the
conventional drawing of circuits and connections, such as those asso-
ciated with measuring instruments, storage batteries, and direct
current machines. Freehand and scale drawings of bearings, shaft,
armature core, field-magnets, brush holders, switches, and other simple
parts of direct current machines.
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THIRD YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINC:.
ApPLIED MECHANICS.
POWER PLANTS AND PRODUCERS.
ELECTRICAL ENGL ERING-THIRD YEAR.
.11at('rials: Conductors; electrical and mechanical properties.
resi~tivity, conducti\'ity, temperature effects; in ulator, propertie,
temperature and moisture effects. Electrical Circuits: Units; Ohm's
law; parallel and series circuits; energy; drop in P.D. ill feeders;
Kirchoff's laws. 111agnetic l11aterials: Propertie of iron and steel;
hysteresis and permeability; laws of and calculations on magnetic
circuits. Instruments: Principles of types of ammeters, voltmeters,
"'attmeters and watt-hour-meters; calibration and tests; measurement
of re-i tances; test sets. Generators: Principles of armature wind-
ings; armature reaction and commutation; shunt and series and com-
pOllnd dynamos; losses. operation, tests and characteri tics. 1Ilotors:
Principles, force, torque, B.H.P.; series shunt and compound motors;
10 ses, characteristic curves, efficiencies and tests; motor starters, con-
troller:. speed control; parallel running of machines; batteries: types,
maintenance and uses; transmission of power; booster, balancers, etc.
E/('ctrica/ Lighting: Lamps; types used, construction and efficiencies;
principles of photometry and of illumination. Traction: :Motor
w;ed; control, speed-time curves, etc.
n. MECHANICS-SECOND YEAR.
Di,placement, velocit), and acc leration ; motion of a body \ 'ith
constant acceleration; resolution and composition of velocitie,
accelerations, etc.; mass and momentum; force as measured by the
rate of change of momentum; ewton's laws of motion; kinetic
t'nerg) and work; units of force and mea urement; balance of forces;
torques and moments; condition for the equilibrium of three parallel
force,; resolution :lIld composition of co-planar paral!el forces; centre
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of gravity; stable, unstable, and neutral equilibrium; equilibrium of
three forces not parallel; triangle and parallelogram of force;
moments; polygon of force ; work, energy, pO"'er, friction; simple
machines, velocity ratio, mechanical advantage, efficiency, principle
of work; pressure in liquids, \-ariations with depth; transmission of
liquid pressure, hydraulic press; pressure on immersed and floating
bodies; density, methods of determining relati\'e densities; relation
between volume and pressure in gases; atmo pheric pres ure.
MATHEMATICS Ill-THIRD YEAR.
Indices; logarithms and slide rule; Japierian logs; simple equa-
tions, simultaneaus equations, quadratic equations; use of formalae;
miscellaneous problems in solution of triangles; plotting of function.
Graphic solutions of equations; determination of mean values and
areas. Deduction of laws between two variables from ob erved data.
Trigonometrical ratios of angles of any magnitude. Addition for-
mulae. Slope of straight line and of a curve. Ve tors and elementary
applications of Vector algebra to alternate current theory.
FOURTH AND HIGHER YEARS' COURSES IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERINC-.
MATHEMATICS.
POWER PL ..NTS ."ND PltODUCERS.
ELECTRICAL ENGI JEERING-FouRTH AND HICHER YEARS.
General consideration of alternating KM.F. and current; maxi-
mum R.M.S. and average values; inductance. reactance, and imped-
ance; capacity and condensers; vectors and their application to A.C.
circuits; power and power factor; iron, properties and measurement
of losses in iron; wave forms and harmonies; prod uction of polyphase
currents, three-pha e circuits; power in polyphase circuits, methods
of measurement of power; rotating fields; transformer; construction,
types, principles, performance, tests; auto-transformer; principle and
uses; transformer connections, phase-transformations; alternator ;
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construction, principles, performance and tests; armature windings.
com1110n types; synchronous motors, principles, performance and
tests; methods of starting and synchronising; induction motor; con-
struction, types, principles and performance; vector and circle dia-
grams, tests; rotary converter; principle, voltage, ratios, performance
and uses; commutator motors; general principles of operation; repul-
sion motors; principles of operation; motor converters; principles of
operation; transmission; voltage drop due to resistance capacity and
inductance; comparison of efficiency of methods of transmission.
MXfHEMAT1CS-FoURTH A~D HIGHER YEARS.
Simultaneous equations of three unkno vns; simple cases of the
binomial theorem; values of sin 2A and cos 2A in terms of sin A and
co' A; value of tan (A -+- B) in terms of tan A and tan B; values of
sin A -t-sin B and cos A -t-cos B in terms of the sines and cosines of
half the sum of difference of A and B; solution of triangles; sum of
the series sine {rt-sin (a+d)+sin (a+2d) .. , to n term; calculation
of hysteretic co-efficient from hysteresis curve of sample of iron;
graph of 1=.1I'0l+sin 1/It; t being time and 1 current; measurement
of slope at a point on slIle and other curves such as those representing
y=r.t" and y=e".t"; simple differentiation with respect to x, of form
such as ax" and ax"; n being 1, 2, 3, or 4: a sin x,
a cos x, a tan x; a sin bx, a cos bx, a tan bx; log x-simple integra-
tion of forms such as ax" and ax" in which n=l, 2, 3, or 4;
a sin bx, a cos bx, a sin 2;\", a cos 2x-integration between limits such
as is im'olved in determining area of a half sine wave, strength of
the magnetic field outside a straight conductor carrying a current,
insulation resistance of a cable, temperature rise in machine parts.
POWER PLA~TS AND PRODt!CERS-FouRTH YEAR.
Steam: Fuels, solid and oil; calorific power; heat transmi sion in
steam boilers; effects of deposits and incrustation; types of land
boiler ; choice of boiler to suit character of fuel, restrictions of space
and required output; boiler mountings; uperheaters, economi el'S,
feed water-heaters, boiler feed pumps of different makes, injectors;
hand stoking, mechanical stokers; I atural and forced draught;
te.-ting, examination and upkeep of boilers; lay-out of a boiler hou e.
Rcciprowting Stea/ll Engines: De cription of present-day types;
peculiaritie of high-speed engines used in electrical plants; forced
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lubrication; valve gears and valve setting; governors; governing or
special and fluctuating loads; fly-wheels; jet and surface condensers;
air and circulating pumps; maintenance of vacuum; cooling to,,-ers;
pipe lines, lagging, provision for expansion and drainage; watcr
hammer; steam traps and eparators; connection of boiler and engine
house; lay-out of an electrical generating station; indicators, calcula-
tions, LH.P. and B.H.P.; measurement of feed and condensing
water; steam consumption per LH.P., B.H.P., and kilo\\-att hour.
Locomotive Engine: Conditions affecting the design of locomotives;
train resistance on the level, on curves and on inclines; tractive power
and draw-bar power; adhesion on dry and wet rails; distribution of
weight, centre of gravity and wheel arrangements; balancing for
revolving and reciprocating ma ses; valves and valve gear'; locomo-
tive boilers; superheaters and feed \\'ater-heaters; special vah'es,
fittings, lubricators, etc.; vacuum and air brakes. Steam Turbines:
Types, operation and care of steam turbines; llbrication, gO\-erning,
etc. Internal Combustion Engines: Description, tarting, pera-
tion and care of gas oil engines; indicator diagram, calculations of
power, gas and oil consumption per brake horse-po\\'er hour;
calorific powers of oils and gase ; Diesel engines; the Still and other
special engine types. Water Turbines: Choice of a particular type;
lay-out of hydro-electric plant.
Arrangements will be made at suitable times for visits to power-
houses and important engineering works in the city and vicinity.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION WORK.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
ELECTRICAL E GINEERI G.
PHYSICS FOR ELECTRICIANS.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES)-FJRST YE \R.
Electricity: Elementary principles of electricity and magnetism a
applicable to in tallation work. Condensers: The standard \1'1 re
gauge; simple problems relating to current-carrying capacit} 'lIld
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\"oltage drop in copper wires and cables. Resistance Wires: Pro-
pertie of resistance materials in common use, methods of winding
"nd connecting resistance spirals and installation of resi tances.
Fuse rl'ires: Properties of materials in common use; precautions in
iII~t?lling. Insulators: Porcelain, pure and vulcanised rubber, paper.
slate. marble. fibre, etc.; insulation of single and twin v,,'ires on
rubber and paper cables up to -} square inch size, or its equivalent.
lI'iring Systems: Cleats, insulators, wood casing, surface wiring.
metal piping, and conduits; details of handling material, fixing in
po ition. running of wires; return systems. Connections to distri-
bution boards cut-outs, ceiling roses, lamp holders, switches (in-
cluding t\\'o-way and two-way intermediate switches), fuses; wiring
oj fittings and other con.uming devices. Testing: Use of test
lamp and detector for sorting out circuits; pole finding. Bells: In-
tallation of electric bells and simple indicators. Lamps: Carbon
and metal filament lamps; currents and voltages required. Electrical
1I1achinery: Principles of the action of C.C. dynamos and motors.
Buildings: Precautions when cutting away for installation work ir
buildings. Plnns: Plotting out runs of wires and cables on plan
provided.
ELECTRICAL WIRL G (PRACTICAL \VORK)-FIRST
YEAR,
::\Iethods of handling wire and cable; soldering iron and blow
lamp; method of tinning and heating fluxes; sweating and preparing
thimbles and lugs; making the following joints: Running, end to
cnd. T and Yin 1-18,3/22,7/16,19/16; connecting to ceiling
roses, switches, ockets, and other acces ories; method of connecting
flc:\.ible ; insulating joints; preparation of ends; looping in; cutting,
screwing, "and bending metal pipes and conduits; bending and con-
necting up metal-sheathed wires.
ELECTRICAL E JGINERING AND PHYSICS FOR
ELECTRICIA IS-FIRST YEAR.
See Syllabuses under First Year Course in Electrical Engineering.
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SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES IN
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
MACHINE DRAWING.
ELECTRICAL WIRb G (LECTURES)-SECOND AND
THIRD YEARS.
In addition to the subjects of First Year the following will be dealt
with: Wiring Rules of the Institution of Electrical Engineers and
Regulations of the Home Office; insulation te ting with ohm-meter
and generator, or other testing instruments; location and repair of
faults; details of cables, switches and cut-outs in general use and
carrying capacities; rating of fuses; connecting-up motors and dy-
namos and methods of altering speed and rotation; three-wire system
and lamp and power connections thereon; care and maintenance of
secondary batteries; more extended knowledge of principles governing
earthing of metal portions of installations; precautions to be taken
against; unsuitable switches, fittings, etc.; insufficient earthing of iron
piping, motors, etc.; dampness in exposed cables or outside wiring;
vulcanising concentric and other special systems; drawing up wiring
schedule for small installation; erection and running of small isolated
plants, including oil or gas engine, dynamo, and secondary battery;
principles and connections of electrical cooking and heating apparatus,
signs and flashers, time switches, and small motor-driven appliances;
energy consumed by electric cooking and heating apparatus and ad-
vantages or disadvantages compared with other means of heating and
cooking-wiring up and connecting simple telephones and inter-
communication systems. Drawing: Plans, elevations, sections and
dimensioned sketches roughly to scale.
ELECTRICAL WIRI G (PRACTICAL WORK).
SECOl\T]) A OD THIRD YEARS.
More advanced work on the matters included in the Syllabus for
the First Year, and in addition: Joints on cables up to i square inch
sectional area; jointing and connecting lead-covered cables, including
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V.R. or paper insulated concentrics; making and installing fuses of
various capacities; wiring of more complex circuits; working and
connecting up of metal-sheathed wires, and cables j making of working
llketches from diagrams.
ELECTRICAL E~GIITEERI~G-SEco~DYEAR.
See Syllabus under Second Year Course in Electrical Engineering.
CABLE JOINTING.
FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Low tension, high tension and extra high tension cables. Con-
centric cables. Preparation of ends for jointing. Straight through
joints on L.T. single core, twin core, 3-core and 4-core cables. Tee-
joints on above. Making of sleeves for joints. Correct method of
filling sleeves with insulating compound. Joints on single core, twin
core, 3-core, and 4-core concentric cables. Joints on H.T. and
E.H.T. cables.
ELECTRIC WELDING.
FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Details of equipment; care and maintenance of plant j precautions
ill use. Correct sizes of electrodes and current density for various
purpose. Electric arc tra\'el for various kinds of work. Types of
joints and their preparation for arc ,,·elding. Perpendicular line of
welding and overhead welding. Cutting with the arc. ]ointing of
plates, bars and tubes.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
Subjects:
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
TECH IICAL TELEGRAPHY-FIRsT YEAR.
Preliminary. Fundamental principles of Magneti m and Elec-
tricity in their application to Telegraphy.
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Batteries. Primary Batteries, wet and dry; their composition and
chemistry. Simple calculations relating to special combinations of
cells; potential drop in a battery, and the effect on circuits connected
thereto; testing and maintenance of Lec1anche primary batteries.
Secondary batteries; construction and application to telegraph
working.
Telegraph Instruments. The construction of permanent and
electro-magnets; simple calculations relating to electro-magnets. The
principles and construction of the following apparatus: SOllnders
(ordinary and polarised), keys, relays and simple switches; galvano-
metres: single current and differential; resistance coils, gauge and
kind of wire used, methods of winding and insulating, and effect of
tempemture variation; shunts and their uses; condensers and their
uses in the simpler telegraph systems. Inspection, testing and adju t-
ment of telegraph instruments.
Telegraph Lines-Overhead. Preservative treatment of poles and
timber; pole fittings, brackets, insulators, various types and their uses,
erection of poles. Types of wire employed, properties and use of
hard drawn copper, bronze and iron. Method of erecting wire;
jointing wires. Aerial cables: types, their uses and methods of
erecting. Insulated wires used in overhead construction. l'vlethods
of leading in.
Telegraph Lines-Underground. Iron and earthenware single and
multiple way conduits; pipe bends and coupling-. Manhole and
joint box construction. Types of cable used for main and local cir-
cuits; jointing wires, twisted and soldered joints; numbering ,,-ire
and joints; drying joints; plumbing; pressure testing and desiccating.
Internal Wiring. Termination of internal cables on main frame.
Classes of wire used and general wiring scheme of large telegraph
offices.
Telegraph Systems. The simpler sy tems of manual telegraphy,
including single and double current duplex, uni\'ersal battery ystem
and central battery working. Simple methods of cable telegraphy.
Testing Instruments. Detectors, gah'anometers for testing pur-
poses, Wheatstone bridge. Simple line te ts for conductor re istance,
insulation resistance, di connections, earth and contacts. Localisa-
tion of faults on lines and apparatlls.
Analogies with temperature, level' and
or against, electric forces. Electric field.
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Protective Devices. Methods of protecting lines, submarine c~bles
and apparatus from (a) lightning, (b) power circuits.
MAG0:ETISM A ID ELECTRICITY.
::\lagnets and magnetic substances. Action of magnets on one
another. ... T orth and south poles, consequent poles and magnetic axis
of a magnet. La\n of magnetic force.
::\lagnetic field. Lines of force; their delineation by iron filings or
a mall compass.
::\lagnetic induction. Magnetic qualities of hard steel and soft
irol1; permeability, retentivity, coercive force. Effects of the intro-
duction of soft iron into a magnetic field.
::\lethods of magnetisation by permanent magnets. Distribution of
magnetism in magnets. Effect of breaking or subdividing a magnet.
Effect of the keeper of a magnet on the distribution of the lines of
force.
Terrestial magnetism; declination; dip. Earth's magnetic force;
horizontal and vertical components of the force. Magnetic poles and
equator; magnetic meridian. General explanation of the behaviour
of the compass and dip needle on the assumption that the earth is a
magnet.
Electrification by friction; pOSitive and negative electrification;
imultaneous developments of positive and negative charges in equal
quanti tie. Attraction and repulsion. Electric charge or electric
quantity. The gold leaf electroscope. Laws of electric attraction and
repul ion.
Conductors. _Ton-conductors.
Distribution of electricity on conductors; electric density; action
of points. Hollow conductors.
Difference of potential.
pressure. Work done by,
Electrostatic capacity.
Electrostatic induction. Leyden jar and plate conden er. Elecro-
phorus. Frictional electric machine. Influence machines. Electric
cli charge.
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Practical uniJ: of capacity. Condensers in series and in parallel.
Electromotive force. Potential difference. Electric current. Simple
voltaic cells. Local action and polarisation. Constant cells. General
description of the chemical action taking place in the more common
forms of cells.
The electric circuit, resistance; simple analogies with hydraulics.
Relation between the resistance of a wire and its physical dimension.
Ohm's la\y and its application to simple circuits. Units; ampere.
coulomb, volt, ohm. Ammeter; voltmeter. Resistances in series and
in parallel. Cells in series and in parallel.
Electrolysis. Copper and water voltameters.
Electrolysis. Copper and water voltameters. Electric power; watt,
joule. The heating effect of a current in a conductor; calorie.
Magnetic field due to a current in a straight wire, circular coil and
solenoid. Oersted's experiment. Ampere's and Maxwell's rules.
Galvanometer. Forces acting on needle of galvanometer. Astatic
needles. Moving coil instrument .
Electra-magnets. Ampere turns and permeability of core. se of
soft iron and hard steel. Elementary conception of magnetic circuit.
Electro-magnetic induction; induction of electro-motive forces by
moying conductors in magnetic fields; induction of E.lVl.F. in econ-
dary circuit by starting and stopping the current in a neighbouring
primary circuit; induction coil; self-induction.
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL
TELEGRAPHY.
Subject:
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY-SEcoND YEAR.
COllstruction : Testing of materials employed; aerial line~; factor
of safety; stresses on poles; static and kinetic stresses on wires; law
connecting ag and stress; regulation of wires; underground lines;
modern practice, submarine line; manufacture, laying and re-
pairing internal wiring of large telegraph offices. Telegraph Instru-
ments: Wheatstone apparatus, Creed, H ughes, Baudot, the siphon
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recorder, the undulator and cable relays; general principles of con-
~truction. Tde.qraph Sj,stems: Wheatstone, quadruplex, type-
printing telegraphs; concentration; inter-communication and com-
mon battery systems; methods of working long submarine cables;
superimposed circuits; simultaneous telegraphy and telephony.
Repeaters: Principles of, simplex and duplex; forked and divided
quad ruplex. T elegraphir Transmission: Effects of capacity and in-
ductance in circuits; method of reducing, compensating for, and
eliminating same; laws governing the speed of working on long
aerial, underground and submarine lines. Testing: Wheatstone
bridge; tangent, ballistic and reAecting galvanometers; ammeters;
voltmeters; bridge megger; theory, construction and methods of use;
localisation of earths, contacts and disconnections on line wires;
capacity, resistance, inductance and insulation measurement; mea-
surement of resistance and E.M.F. of batteries l1/ireless (or Radio)
F elegraphy : Theory; principal systems in use; construction of aerial
gear; transmitting and receiving apparatus; wave measuring devices.
Jl1isrellaneous: Variable period of a current; Helmholtz's equations;
Kirchoff's and lVlaxwell's laws; electro-magnet coils, simple for-
mulae for; suitable illustrative diagrams will be systematically
introd uced.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
Subject:
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY-FIRsT YEAR.
Preliminary. Fundamental principles of Magnetism and Elec-
tricity in their application to Telephony.
Batteries. Primary batteries, wet and dry; their composition and
chemistry. Simple calculations relating to special combinations of
cells; potential drop in a battery, and the effect on circuits connected
thereto; te ting and maintenance of Lec1anche primary batteries.
Secondary batteries; construction and application to telephone
working.
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Telephone Instruments. The construction of permanent and
electro-magnets; simple calculations relating to electro-magnets. The
elementary theory of the electric transmission of sound. The various
transmitters and receivers in common use; induction coils, repeating
coils, transformers, Impedance coils, keys, lamps, jack, cords, plugs
indicators, condensers and other minor apparatus; magneto and
trembler bells; magneto-generator and vibrator; magneto and C.B.S.
subscribers' instruments; construction, principle, and application of
the foregoing apparatus.
Telephone Lines-Overhead. Preservative treatment of poles and
timber; pole fittings, brackets, insulators, various types and their uses;
erection of poles. Types of wire employed, properties and use of hard
drawn copper and bronze. Method of erecting wires, jointing wire.
Aerial cables; types, their uses and method of erecting. In ulated
wires used in overhead oonstruction, bridle wire, bronze parallel \\,i re;
distribution poles; fittings for house attachments. Tools and safety
appliances.
Telephone Lines-Underground. Iron and earthenware single and
multiple way conduits; pipe bends and couplings; manhole and joint
box construction; types of cable for trunk and local working; joint-
ing wires, twisted and soldered joints; numbering wires and joints;
drying joints, plumbing; pressure testing and desiccating,
Telephone Systems. The simpler systems of telephony, including
magneto and central battery signalling; house telephones; multiple
jacks, branching and series arrangement; operator's telephone circuit,
cord circuits, junction circuits; magneto and C.B.S. exchanges. The
principles of central battery working; the principles of trunk working.
The use of main and intermediate distributing frames. Various types
of small switchboards.
Testing Instruments. Detectors, galvanolT.eters for testing pur-
poses, Wheatstone bridge. Simple line tests for conductor resi tance,
insulation resistance, disconnection, earths and contact. Locali ati~n
of faults on lines and apparatus.
Protective Devices. Methods of protecting lines, submarine cables
and apparatus from (a) lightning, (b) power circuits.
MAG ETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
(See Syllabus for First Year Technical Telegraphy).
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SECOND YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
Subject:
TECH.. rICAL TELEPHONY-SECOND YEAR.
COllstruction : Testing of materials employed; aerial lines ; modern
practice; stresses on poles; static and kinetic stresses on wires law
connecting sag and stress, regulation of wires; factors of s~fety ;
underground and ubmarine lines. modern practice. Telephone
ApParatus: Construction and theory of telephonic apparatus gener-
ally, method of use and maintenance, various form of transmitters
and receivers, te ts for efficiency, subscribers' sets. Telephone
Systems: Manual Exchanges; magneto and common battery, com-
plete multiple, partial multiple, diYided multiple, transfer, method of
ringing, engaged tests; lay-out of exchanges, equipment, including
frames, racks, sections, desks, apparatus and power plant; au tomatic
exchanges, general principles of; party line systems; circuits exchange
equipment, subscribers' station equipment; private branch exchanges,
" house" system, pay tations, coin-collecting boxes; junction cir-
cuits; method of working between local exchanges in same area and
between trunk and local exchanges-trunk circuits; exchange equip-
ment, circuit, methods of working. ignalling, recording calls;
super-impo ed or multiplex circuits; simultaneous telegraphy and
telephony on the same wires, practical system and theory of. Tele-
phonic Transmission: Limiting factors; attenuation and distortion;
loading; Pupin's and other formulae; effects of leakage; conductance;
comparative efficiencies of wires of various materials and gauges,
open, underground and submarine. Testing: Wheatstone bridge;
tangent; balli tic and reflecting galvanometers; ammeters; volt-
meters; theory, con truction and methods of use; localisation of
earths, contacts and disconnections on line wires; capacity. resistance,
inductance and insulation measurements; measurement of resistance
and E.M.F. of batteries; Po t Office Morning Test system (for long-
di tance line). JIiscellaneous: Kirchoff' and Maxwell's laws;
electra-magnet coils, imple formulae for telephone repeaters. Suit-
able illustrative diagrams will be systematically introduced.
TELEGRAPHY-MORSE SOUNDER PRACTICE.
In this cIa s instruction will be given in the manipulation of the
Morse Sounder and the reception and transmission of me sages, up to
the speed required by the Post Office. Instruction will also be given
in Post Office telegraphic regulations, signalling procedure, etc.
TELEGRAPHY-BUZZER PRACTICE
This Class provides training in the manipulation of the Morse
Signalling Key and in the reception of the Morse Code using Head:
gear Telephones, and meets the requirements of Wireless Operators
wishing to qualify for higher speeds in telegraphic working, and also
those desiring to acquire the Amateur Radio Experimental Trans-
mitting Permit.
INSTRUMENT MAKING AND LABORATORY ARTS.
INSTRUMENT MAKING-FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Materials: Metals, alloys, woods, insulating materials; mechanical
properties of each and suitability for different purposes. Tools:
Varieties and uses; making and setting; defects and treatment. Pro-
cesses: Filing, bending, soldering, welding, polishing, lacquering,
surface finishing, drilling, tapping, silvering. Lathe Work: Turning,
tapering, bevelling, mill-heading, screw-cutting. Fine Work: Use of
pho phor-bronze and quartz filaments; mounting of spider threads;
silvering of glass. Design and Construction of Instruments: General
mechanical principles; levers, springs, screws, periodic and aperiodic,
ballistic and dead-beat system; dimensions and proportions; workman-
ship and finish. Weighing Scales: Considerations of range of read-
ing; factors determining sensitivity; precision and accuracy; system
of control; gravity, tension, torsion, spring. Special Work: Con-
struction of fixed and variable inductances, condensers and other parts
for wireless receiving sets; design and construction of panels and
witchboard for such sets using two, three or more valve ; general
assembling of all component parts of wireless sy tems.
GLASS BLOWING OF TECHNICAL APPARATUS
Preliminary Consideratiolls: Tools, blowpipe, files and knives,
Hame, cleaning of glass.
General Operations: Cutting soft glas', cutting hard glass, con-
centric capillaries, constructing a tube, rotation of the tube, Aanging,
bending gla s.
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Elementary Services: Joining tubing end to end (equal bore),
joining two tubes (unequal bore), T-pieces and angle joints, bulb at
cnd of tube, bulb in middle of tube.
A-1ore Advanced Exercises: Spinning glass, thistle funnel, let-
through joint, gas-washing tube, suction pump, capillary tubes, ther-
mometers, joint in position, cross joints, joints on thin glass or glasse
of different hardness, C-tube.
SpNial Operations: Condensers, spiral, cone-and-socket joint,
cylindrical dewar-vessels, silvering of gla s, simple manipulation
with hard glass in the oxygen flame, glas -to-metal eals and joints,
electrodes, copper to glass joints.
NOTICE.
Students of the Electrical Engineering Classes are advised to read
the regulations relating to the examination for the Associateship of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
It may be pointed out here that Part H., i.e., the professional
section of the examination, is exempt to holders of the following
Certificates :-
City and Guilds of London Institute-A Pass in the final grade
in (a) Electrical Engineering, or (b) Telegraphy, or (c)
Telephony.
Holders of the above Certificates desiring to sit for the examina-
tion have only to pass a qualifying examination in the following
subjects: English or another language, Applied Mechanics, General
Physics or Inorganic Chemistry, Electricity and Magnetism.
Copy of the Regulations may he seen on request to the Teacher.
SCHOOL OF WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY
EQUIPMEl TT.
The School is fully equipped with modern Marine and Aircraft
Radio Apparatu', including a H K,VV. I.C.\V.jC.\V. Marine Trans-
mitter, a Marconi Type ADi-1 Aircraft Tran mitter, tandard type
of Marine and Aircraft \"alve receivers, and complete Direction
Finding Apparatu .
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I~STRUCTIO.l
The Course of Training is arranged to prepare students in the
shortest possible time for the Examinations of Proficiency in Radio-
telegraphy and Radiotelephony. The instruction consists of Lecture
and Practical Work in Technical Electricity, Technical Radiotele-
graphy and Radiotelephony, and Direction Finding. with practice on
the Marine and Aircraft Apparatu specified above, and includes
training in sending and receiving in the Morse Code, operating pro-
cedure and the handling of traffic, and in the Rules and Regulations
for Radio Operators including the Q-Code, and typewriting.
CO RSES.
Day and Evening Cour es are provided. Students of the Day
Course attend each day from 10-]2.30 and 2--J.. tudent of the
Evening Course attend each evening from 7.30-9.30, except atm-
day evening. See Time Tables, page 20.
FEES.
The Fees, which cover tuition in all subjects up to obtaining the
State Certificate of Proficiency, are as follows :-
DAY COURSES.
::\larine Operator' Certificate Cour e
Aircraft Operators' ertificate Cou rse
Combined Cour e
EVE~I~G COURSES.
Marine Operators' Certificate Course
Aircraft Operators' ertificate Cour e
Combined Course
. .. £12 0 0
12 U 0
16 0 0
£-J. 0 0
-J. 0 0
500
The payment of Fees may be made in advance or as fo11o\\'s :-
Day Caur e Fees: A payment of Four Pounds on Enrolment and
thereafter of Four Pounds at the commencement of each. ub-
sequent term until the full fee i paid.
Evening Cau rse Fees: A payment of Two Pounds on Enrolment
and thereafter of One Pound at the commencement of each ~ub­
equent term until the full fee i paid.
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ADMISSION.
Students are expected to have a good general education, with
special attention to handwriting, spelling, geography, arithmetic up
to square root, algebra up to quadratic equations, elements of trigono-
metry.
SCHOOL SESSION.
The School of Wireless Telegraphy is conducted independently of
the other classes in the Technical Schools, and is open all the year,
with the usual holidays at Christmas, Easter and Summer. Students
are admitted at all periods. The usual time taken to train for
Examination i about 18 months in the Day School, and propor-
tionately longer in the Evening COlll" e.
MARINE RADIOTELEGRAPHY AND
RADIOTELEPHONY
SYLLABUSES OF THE STATE EXAMI ATIONS FOR
THE CERTIFICATIO. T OF MARINE RADIO OFFICERS.
(1) It is nece ary for person operating wireless telegraph apparatus
on board ships registered in Eire which are subject to the pro-
vision of the Merchant Shipping (Wireless Telegraphy) Act, 1919,
and the 1\1erchant Shipping ( afety and Load Line Conventions)
Act, 1933, to hold either a 1 t or 2nd Class Certificate of proficiency
i ued by the Minister for Po ts and Telegraphs in accordance with
the General Radiocommunication Regulations annexed to the Inter-
national Telecommunication Convention, 1937.
The Fir t lass Certificate state that the holder po esses the
following qualifications:-
(a) Knowledge of the general principles of electricity, of the
theory of radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, and of the practical
ad iu tment and operation of all apparatus (spark C.W., LC.W., and
D.F.) and accessory apparatu used in the ship service.
(h) Transmitting and receiving by ear, messages in plain language
at a speed of 25 words a minute. and in code groups at a speed of 20
groups a minute.
(c) Sending and Receiving spoken me sages clearly by telephone
apparatus.
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(d) A detailed knowledge of the Regulations applying to the ex-
change of radiotelegraph traffic, of the documents relative to the
charges for radiotelegrams, and of the radiotelegraph part of the
Regulations for the Safety of Life at Sea.
(e) A knowledge of the principal maritime navigation routes and
of the most important wire and wireles routes of the world.
(2) In order to qualify, candidates will be required:-
(a) To send for each test on an ordinary Morse key for three
consecutive minutes at not less than the prescribed speed five letters
or characters counting as one word or group. The accuracy of sig-
nalling, the correct formation of the characters, and the correctness
of spacing will be taken into account.
(b) To receive Morse ignals for three con ecutive minute at
the prescribed speeds from a double headgear telephone receiver ordi-
narily used for radio-telegraph reception, and to transcribe them
legibly.
(c) To send and receive traffic by mean of telephone apparatu .
(d) To have a theoretical and practical knowledge of the opera-
tion, adjustment and maintenance of spark C.W') LC.W., and D.F.
apparatus.
(e) To have a theoretical and practical knowledge of the opera-
tion, adjustment and maintenance of the accessory apparatus, such as
motor-generator sets, storage batteries, etc.
(I) To have the necessary knowledge to make, with the mean
that would be available on board a ship, the repairs of damaged
apparatus.
(9) To know the principal wire and wireless routes of the world.
as indicated in the relative publications issued by the International
Office of the Telegraph Tnion, Berne, and the principal maritime
navigation routes of the world.
(3) The practical examination on the apparatus pecified in Section
2 (d) above will include :-
(a) Connecting-up apparatus.
(b) Regulating and adjusting apparatus.
(c) Tracing and clearing faults.
(d) Repairing defective apparatus.
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(e) Using D.F. apparatus to obtain bearings.
(j) Operating (sending and receiving).
(9) A test on commercial working, exchanging traffic as between
a ship and other ship stations, and between a ship and a shore station.
(4) The theoretical examination will consist of two papers. Two
hours will be allowed for the first, and three hours for the second
paper. These papers will consist of comprehensive questions under
the following headings :-
l\lagnetism general electri\:al principles. Atmospheric electricity.
Condensers. Primary and secondary cells. Direct alternating and
oscillatory currents. Electro-magnets. Electra-magnetic induction.
::\lea uring Instrument, transformers. Motors, dynamos, alternators
and converters. Valve ; characteristics; installation and operation of.
Spark, C.W. and r.C.W. transmitting installations: principles, ap-
paratu , circuits, adju tments, maintenance. Receiving apparatus:
principles, circuit, adjustments, maintenance. Emergency installa-
tions. Ether wave. Aerials. Radiotelephony. transmitting and
receiving apparatu : principles, circuit, adjustments, maintenance.
Direction finding apparatu : principles, circuit, adjustments, main-
tenance. Auto-alarm devices: principles, adjustment, maintenance.
\Vave-meters.
The standard of theoretical knowledge required from a candidate
for a First Class Certificate calls for a sound grasp of the theoretical
principle and of the practical methods of application thereof. The
candidate's mathematical knowledge should include algebra up to
imple equations, elementary graphs and the elements of trigonometry.
Que tions in the written tests dealing with the practical application
of general principles will have reference to one or other of the com-
mercial et fitted in merchant ships.
(5) The examination in the Radiocommunication Regulation will
be based upon the rules contained in the " Handbook for Wireless
Telegraph Operators."
The commercial working test will include the preparation of mes-
sages for tran mi sion ; insertion of preamble, charges. routes; order
of transmi ion; tran mi ion and reception of me sages at the pre-
cribed speeds; log keeping; procedure ignals.
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(6) The Second Class Certificate.
The Examination Syllabus for the Second Class Certificate co\·ers
generally that for the First Class Certificate. The theoretical
examination consists of one paper only, and lower standards in trans-
mission and reception are prescribed, viz. : Plain language, 20 \Yords
per minute; code, 16 groups per minute.
CERTIFICATION OF AIRCRAFT RADIO OFFICERS.
EXAMINATIO T SYLLABUSES.
MORSE RECEIVING. The reception tests will be conducted on a
valve oscillator circuit and will correspond to the following speeds:
Plain language 20 words per nl1nute
Code 16 groups per minute
Cypher 10 groups per minute
PLAIN LANGUAGE. This section of the receiving test will consist
of a passage of 300 characters to be received in three minutes. Mixed
punctuations and figures will be included (normally six of each), a
figure or punctuation counting as two characters. An interrupted
signal will be superimposed on the actual Morse signal throughout
this test in order to simulate" wireless interference." The note of
the interfering signal will be of a different pitch and of half the
intensity of the Morse signal.
CODE. This section of the recelvll1g test will consist of -1-8 five
letter groups to be received in 3 minutes.
CYPHER. This section of the receiving test will consist of 15 fi\·e
figure groups to be received in 11 minutes.
During the code and cypher sections of the reCelVll1g test the in-
terfering signal will be suppressed, and a local motor generator set
will be put into operation in order to simulate" engine noise inter-
ference."
MORSE SENDING. The candidate will be required to scnd similar
tests as detailed in the previous section (above). 1 he interfering
signal will be suppressed during the sending te ts but the local motor
generator will be put into operation throughout the code and cypher
sections of the tests.
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PRACTICAL COMl\IUNICATION TESTS.
1. By Radiotelephony.
This test will be conducted on a line telephone circuit. The can-
didate will be supplied with a complete " Head-Set," and a " Send-
Receive" switch. He will be required to carry out an "imaginary
El ight" over a recognised civil air route and to make such calls as
may be selected by the examining officer, who will take the part of
the "Ground Stations." A local motor generator set will be in
operation throughout this test in order to simulate engine noise. The
speech quality and strength, local noises and general method of con-
ducting the test will be so arranged a to somewhat represent actual
working conditions. Typical examples of the calls to be made, and
procedure to be carried out are as follows :-
Reporting departure. Requesting D.F. assistance. Obtaining
meteorological information. Position reports. Transmitting
distress, urgency and afety signals. The international phonetic
alphabet, etc.
2. By Radiotelegraph)..
This test will be similar to the Radiotelephony Communication
test (above), except that all communications will be carried out by
~\lorse code. The candidate will be expected to keep a detailed log
of communications in this ectioll. The test will be conducted on a
valve 0 cillator circuit, and local "wireless" and "engine noise"
interference will be superimposed on the Morse signal during part
of the test.
PROCEDURE AND REGULATIONS.
nder thi section candidate ",ill be expected to have a good
knowledge of the follO\ying :-
AP. 1529 (Q code) with special reference to General Operating
Signals, Direction Finding, Meteorological and" QBI " Signals, and
common abbreviation used in the Aircraft Radio Services. The
P. i.G. Handbook for Wirele s Operators ( ections applicable to
Aircraft Radio Services). The main European Air Route. The
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mall1 European Aircraft Radio Stations and Call Signs. The main
radio communication areas in the United Kingdom (precise boun-
daries not required). Correct procedure· for establishing communic-
tion with short range stations situated in main communication areas.
Principal wavelengths (or frequencies) to be used. Q.B.I. routine.
Order of priority of communications. Procedure during distress
traffic. Conditions justifying transmission of Distress, Urgency, or
Safety Signals. Brevity of communications. Obligation to obtain
all possible available information prior to departu re. D.F. assistance
available. Classification and types of D.F. bearings and positions.
Reliability of D.F. assistance (Day and Night). Procedure if
Receiver fails. Procedure if Transmitter fails. Relative responsi-
bilities of Commander and Radio Operator. Licence requirements
for installation and operation of radio apparatus pn aircraft. General
knowledge of communication regulations. Knowledge of the publi-
cations and notices giving details of most of the information required
under this section, etc.
AIRCRAFT RADIO INSTALLATlO~S.
(Practical and Oral Tests on Standard Aircraft Apparatus.)
The tests under this section will be framed with a view to
testing the candidate's ability to operate the apparatus. The can-
didate will be required to demonstrate the following;-
1. Ability to tune the receiver to any required wavelength (or
frequency, and adjust same for the correct reception of Radio-
telegraphy (C.W. and LC.W.) or Radiotelephony. Actual \VIT
and RIT transmissions must be tuned in by the candidates, par-
ticular attention being paid to the correct use of reaction where
this is incorporated in the equipment.
2. Ability to tune the transmitter to any required wavelength (or
frequency) and adjust same for the correct transmission of WIT,
RIT or LC.W. Particular attention will be paid to the candi-
date's ability to make rapid correct alterations in wavelength.
Normally these tests must be carried out without the use of a
calibration chart.
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3. Knowledge of witchboard operation and emergency working
(where this is incorporated in the equipment).
-to Name the main components and explain brieRy their function.
5. Detect and rectify imple faults in the apparatus and accessory
equipment.
6. Correct method of connecting L.T. or H.T. to radio apparatus
when necessary, etc.
Note. 1 he operation of the transmitter and receiver controls may
be either by remote or direct control. Candidate should be familiar
with both methods.
IRCR \FT RADlO IXST.\LLATIOXS-AcCESSORY EQl:IP:\IEXT
AND GENERAL RADIO THEORY.
(1) Pmcliral alld Oral Tests:
A practical knowledge of the following: Acces ory aircraft radio
equipment. including power plant accumulators, aerials (type and
utilty) and methods of changing over (necessity for retuning), aerial
\\"inches. Aerial loading coils. Fairleads. Earth connections. How
. to " earth" aerial. Routine in vicinity of electrostatic storms. Sign
of approaching electrostatic storms. Bonding. Screening. Remote
controls. Elementary tests of valves, batteries, condensers, etc. Use
of voltmeter. se of ammeter. Practical idea of values of main
components (i.e., tuning condensers, etc.). Practical methods of in-
creasing or decreasing wavelength of aerial circuits. Telephones.
Microphones (a used on aircraft). Adjustment of Direction Finding
apparatu and the taking of bearings.
(2) Written Test:
The syllabus includes all the matters prescribed for the Theoretical
Examination for the Fir t Class Certificate (Marine), together with
the following: Aircraft Radio Power Units; simplified theoretical
diagrams of Aircratt Transmitters and Receivers; Master Oscilla-
tors (elementary principles); elementary theory of Direction and
Position Finding; general D.F. Assistance available for Aircraft;
Homing Device ; Aircraft Radio Beacons; Aircraft Approach and
Landing ystems.
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PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN GENERAL PHYSICS..
Subjects:
GENERAL PHYSICS.
MATHEMATICS.
GENERAL PHYSICS-FIRST YEAR.
l\1easurement of length, area, volume; motion; mass; force;
Newton's laws; measurement of force; gravitation principles of
statics; moments; principles of dynamics; rotation, elementary ideas
on moments of inertia; elasticity and strength of materials; stretch-
ing, binding, twisting; simple periodic motion; vibration; principles
of fluid pressure and applications; principles of Archimedes and appli-
cations; density determinations; flotation; atmospheric pressure;
Boyles' law; thermometry; measurement of high and low tempera-
tures; expansion of solids, liquids, gases; measurement of heat quan-
tities; specific heats; fusion; latent heat; vaporisation; vapour pres-
su re; study of steam, hygrometry; mechanical theory of heat; con-
vection, conduction, radiation, Q.r,O.Pa.gation of light; elementaL¥-
theory, photometry; formation of images~ by reflection from plane
and spherical mirrors; .rcl!:action; prisms, lenses dis Jersion; optical
systems; lenses and combinations, telescope and microscope' s ~e.tt:u1ll
~lalysis and theory of colours; wave motion; interference, diffraction,
polarisation; velocity of sound; vibration of strings; resonance;
yibration of air columns and rods.
PURE MAl HEMATICS-FIRST YEAR.
d rithmetic: Fractions and decimals; square root; percentages;
interest, simple and compound; estimates; weights and measures;
metric system. Geometry,' Properties of lines, triangles, rectilinear
figures, circles and polygons as treated in first four books of Euclid.
Algebra: Definitions and signs; indices; factors; simple and quad-
ratic equations; involution and evolution; sounds; ratio, proportion
and variation. Trigonometry; Definition; measurement of angles
by degrees and radians; relations of functions and conversion of one
into another; ratios of sum and difference of angles and multiples
and submultiples of angles; curve of sines. Logarithms: Definition
multiplication and division; use of tables and slide rule.
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SECOND AND HIGHER YEARS' COURSES IN
GENERAL PHYSICS.
Subjects:
GENERAL PHYSICS.
MATHEMATICS.
GE~ERAL PHYSICS-SECOND AND HIGHER YEARS.
The courses will consist for the main part of laboratory work, with
frequent occasional lectures on special subjects. Each student will
do a special course of experiments assigned to him in accordance with
his capabilities and his own special requirements. '
PuRE :\lATHEMATICS-SEcOND YEAR.
Geometry: Ratio and proportion with applications to geometry, so
far as the subject is treated in the definitions of Euclid's 5th Book,
and in his 6th Book. d Igebra: Permutations and combinations;
progressions; complete theory of indices; the Binomial theorem.
Plane Trigonometry: Formulae for finding the sine, cosine, etc. of
the um and difference of two angles. and of the multiples and sub-
multiples of an angle; diameters of circles inscribed in and circum-
cribed about a given circle; area of a ci rcle; description and use of
the vernier, theodolite and sextant. Graphics: Plotting of obsen'a-
tions on squared paper; interpolation; errors of observation; average
,'alue, etc.; the plotting of functions; maximum and minimum ,'alues;
calculation and determinations by graphical methods
PURE MATHEMATICS-THIRD AND HIGHER YEARS.
Algehra: Theory of ind ices; summation of series; tests of the
convergence and di"ergence of series; binomial, exponential, and
logarithmic series; partial fractions; elementary determinants;
imaginary and complex quantities; De Moivre's theorem. Solid
Geometry: Propertie of straight lines and planes; thei r inter ec-
tions, inclinations, p"ralleli m, perpendicularity; properties of the
sphere, and of cylinders and cones. Spherical Trigonometry: Defini-
tions of great and small circles, angles and sides of supplemental
triangles; fundamental relations between trigonometrical ratios of
the side and angles of pherical triangles. Geometrical COllies:
Properties of the parabola, ellipse, and hyperbola deduced by pure
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geometry from definition in pIano. Co-ordinate Geometry: Co-
ordinates of a point; rectangular, oblique, and polar; transformation
of co-ordinates; equations of straight lines, and treatment of ques-
tions relative to intersection, concurrence, inclination, parallelism,
perpendicularity, etc.; equations of circles, their tangents and
normals; properties of their diameters, axes, foci, conjugate diameters,
asymPtotes, poles and polars and determination of circles satisfying
gi"en conditions of their tangents and normals; discussion of the
general equation of the second degree. Differential Calculus: Defini-
tions, limits, differential co-efficients; differentiation of simple and
inverse functions; successive differentiation of functions of one
variable; Taylor's and Maclam'in's theol!ems and their simpler appli-
cations; determination of values of functions ,,,hen intermediate in
form; differentiation of a function and of implicit functions; maxima
and minima of functions of one independent variable; differentiation
of functions of two or more independent variables; apPlications of
the preceding to the geometry of the plane curves referred to rectan-
gular or to polar co-ordinates; tangents, normals, sub-tangents, sub-
normals, asymptotes; singular points; contact and curvature; tracing
of curves; differential co-efficients of arcs and areas of plane curves,
and of the surfaces and volumes of solids of revolution. Integral
Calrulus: :Meaning of definite and of indefinite integrals; integration
of the more frequently occurring functions; integration by parts;
rational functions; formulae of reduction; apPlications to areas and
lengths of curves, to volumes and areas of surfaces of revolution. to
centres of gravity, and moments of inertia. Elementary Differential
Equations: Integration of differential equations of the second and
higher orders "'ith constant co-efficients.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN RADIO COMMUNICATION.
Subjects:
RADIO COMMUNICATIO~.-I.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-l.
RADIO COMMUNICATION-FIRsT YEAR.
1. Magnetic flux; induced E.M.F.; elf-induction; construction
of inductances for transmitting and receiving units; reactance.
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2. Capacity, charge as proportional to voltage, units; construction
of fixed and variable condensers for low Yoltage; fixed condensers for
high ,·oltage. 3. \Vorking ideas of alternating currents; calculation
of current in circuits containing resistance, capacity, and inductance;
resonance; simple aspect of coupled circuits; damped waye and con-
tinuous waves. -t. The nature of eddy current losses in conductors
carrying high-frequency currents, of skin effects and of dielectric
10 ses in condensers, treated qualitatively; \yorking ideas of damping
of circuit and effect on resonance. 5. Construction of thermionic
yalve , two electrode and three electrode; working ideas of action,
characteristic curves. 6. The fundamental principles of action of
alternators and transformers. 7. E sential components of park
transmitter, including description of some actual instruments. 8. The
production of oscillations in a valve circuit; essential components of
the valve transmitter, and of the Poulsen arc generator; principle of
smoothing devices for rectified alternating-current high-tension
supply. 9. Detecting devices for small currents; crystals, valves;
construction and action of telephone receivers. 10. Component Parts
of receiving circuits; use of " stand by" and" selective" adjustments.
11. Heterodyne reception, general principles and how used. 12.
Thermionic valve amplifiers and note magnifiers, construction and
essential principles of action. 13. i\1ethods of "keying" spark and
continuous-wave transmitters for Morse signalling. 14. Methods of
modulating continuous waves for transmis ion of speech; action of
receiver in reproduction of speech. 15. Cse of a frame aerial for
reception; application to direct finding.
ELECTRICAL E TGIl -EERI~G.-I.
(See Syllabus for First Year Electrical Engineering).
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN RADIO
COMMUNICATION.
Subjects:
RADIO C01\IMUNICATION.-II.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERI"'G.-(A.C.)
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RADIO COMMUNICATION.
SECOND YEAR,
1. High-frequency measurements; current wave-length capacity
and inductance. resistance and decrement; field strength. 2. More
complete theory of coupled circuits. 3. The subject of clause -t of
the Grade I syllabus treated quantitatively. -to The con truction and
action of high-frequency alternators and transformers. 5. Frequency
changers. 6. Construction and action of smoothing devices for recti-
fied alternating-current high-ten ion supply. 7. Anti-atmospheric
and anti-interference devices. 8. High-speed keying devices; high-
speed reception; methods of duplex working; Wheatstone transmitter
and receiver; recording device; call signals device. 9. Method of
connecting radio telephone to land line telephone. 10. 1 heory and
construction of aerials; construction of masts and towers. n. General
properties of electro-magnetic waves radiated from an aerial, propa-
gation round the earth; electra-magnetic waves from natural sources,
"X's." 12. Directional properties of loops for transmitting and
recei,'ing; Bellini-Tosi system. rotating loop and Robin on crossed
loop system; uses of direction finding. 13. The Turner vah-e relay;
the Armstrong super-regenerative circuit.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERL. JG.-(A.c.)
(See Syllabus for Fourth Year Course in Electrical Engineering),
RADIO SERVICE,
FIRST YEAR.
1. THEORY,
Electrolytic thermal, and magnetic effects of a current. Difference
bet\\'een d.c. and a.c. supplies. Conditions necessary for A0\\' of
electricity. Cond uctors and insulators.
Resistance e.m.f. and p.d. Units in which they are measured and
the relations between them. Ohm's Law. Series and parallel cir-
cuits. Dependence of resistance upon dimensions and material of
conductor.
Electrical power and energy. Definition of the alternating
ampere. Cost of running recei,;ing sets.
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Magnetic fields due to conductors and coils. Electro-magnets and
permanent magnets, with special reference to speakers and pick-ups.
Moving iron instruments.
Force on a conductor carrying a current In a magnetic field.
E.mJ. due to relative motion of conductors and magnetic fields.
Moving coil instruments.
Self and mutual inductance. Principle of the transformer. Energy
stored in a magnetic field.
Electric charges; electric fields and forces; potential difference.
Electrostatic voltmeters.
Condensers; capacitance; dielectrics; types of condenser. Aerial
and earth as a condenser.
Separate and combined effects of inductance and capacitance in
a.c. circuits; simple graphical treatment. Simple resonance and
tuning. Atomic character of electric charges. The electron. Electron
emission. The diode. Rectification by diode and metal rectifier. d.c
upply from a.c. mains. Rectifier instnlments. The triode. Char-
acteristics of diodes and trodes. C se of triode as amplifier.
1. PRACTICAL WORK.
l\tleasurement of resistance, inductance, capacitance, and charac-
teristics of valves. Checking voltage and current ratings in receiver.
Ganging of straight sets, iJ. amplifiers and signal frequency circuits.
In tallation of aerial system. Continuity testing and simple tests on
components.
RADIO SERVICE
SECOND YEAR.
THEORY.
Revision of First Year Syllabus and the following :-
U e of triode as frequency convertel- or oscillator. Radiation from
oscillating circuits. Effects of frequency and type of circuit. The test
oscillator. Wave-length and frequency. Reception of constant ampli-
tude. HJ. waves. HJ. amplification. Simple methods of rectifica-
tion. IVlodulation and side-bands. Pre-selection and band-pa s fil ters.
Regeneration. Tetrode and hJ. and Lf. pentode valves; directl) and
indirectly heated type. Variable mutual conductance valves.
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Methods of coupling valve circuits; instability and" decoupling."
Methods of volume control. Battery receivers: simple typical cir-
cuits. Battery maintenance. Mains receivers. Mains transformer ;
rectifiers; smoothing circuits, automatic grid bias. )Jecessity for
extra "decoupling."
Essential differences between a.c., d.c., and" Universal" type
receiver. Limitations of " straight" sets. Heterodyne theory. Local
oscillator; frequency changer; iJ. circuits. Simple superheterodyne
circuits.
Multi-electrode frequency changers. Imaae supPression; the pre-
selector stage.
Short-wave receivers. Automatic mlume control; delayed and
full; amplified a.v.c. Tuning indicators.
Aerial systems. Interference suppression.
Special output circuits; push-pull, Class B, quie cent pu h-pull.
Loud speakers-types and performance. Acoustic of rooms. Tone
control. High fidelity receivers. Contrast amplification.
Radio-gramophones; turntable drives, record changers, pick-ups.
Public address systems.
Car radio.
Testing-signal generator, cathode ray oscillograph, bridges. Ser-
vice test gear-multi-range in truments, service oscillator, output
meter. LE.E. regulations relating to rad io installations. Cse and
rating of fuses.
Business methods 111 relation to service work.
2. PRACTICAL WORK.
Simple repairs and adjustments to components, speaker, pick-ups,
and gramophone mechanisms.
Tracing of faults in chas is :-
(1) Simple faults disconnecting current circuit, such as:-
(a) Broken main or battery circuit, e.g., s\vitch not closing or
break in wire. (b) Heater circuit di connected (not rectifier). (c)
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H.t. circuit disconnected between rectifier and branch circuits. (d)
Disconnected anode or anode decoupling circuit, e.g., broken-down
resistor. (e) Screen or oscillator anode. circuit disconnected. (f)
Cathode or bias circuit disconnected. (g) H.t. negative disconnected.
(2) Faults not materially affecting current circuits:-
(a) Open circuit speech coil.
ling, e.g., open circuit condenser.
adjusted switch contacts).
(b) Disconnected intervalve couP-
(c) Tuning coil disconnected (badly
(3) Short circuits :-
(a) Speech coil. (b) Bias resistor. (c) I.f. coil. (d) Grid circuit to
chassis, e.g.. trimmers, coil tags and screened leads breaking through
installation. (e) A.v.c. line to chassis.
CALCULATIONS.
Revision of elementary arithmetic. Metric system: u e of prefixes
deci-, centi-, milli-, micro-, kilo-, mega. Simple ratio and proportion,
with special reference to percentages. Simple mensuration. Arith-
metical application of simple formulae, using electrical examples,
such as Ohm's Law. Plotting on squared paper. Algebraic notation,
angle and simple trigonometry. Ind ices, logarithm , and 1I. e of slide
rule. The bel and decibel; imple eXPlanations.
APPLIED CHEMISTRY
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
I~ORGA.TIC CHEMISTRY.
FIRST YEAR.
Chemical and physical changes; elements, compounds and mix-
ture. General propertie of solids, liquids and gases. Application
of Boyle's Law and Charles's Law.
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Hydrogen. Oxygen; basic and acid forming oxides.
gravimttric and valumetric composition; solvent propertie ,
zation.
Water;
crystalli-
Chemical equivalents. Laws of chemical combination, Dalton's
Atomic Theory. Gay Lussac's Law of Volumes. Avogadro's Hypo-
thesis, molecular weights of ga eous compounds, atomic weights.
Valency, formulae, equations. Calculations by means of equations.
Chlorine, hydrochloric acid.
Nitrogen, ammonia, nitric acid, nitrates, nitric oxide, nitrous oxide,
nitrogen peroxide. itrous acid, nitrates.
Sulphur; allotrophy; sulphuretted hydrogen; sulphur dioxide and
trioxide; sulphurous acid and sulphites. Simple consideration of the
contact and chamber processes for the production of sulphuric acid.
Carbon; allotropes. Carbon monoxide and dioxide. General pro-
perties of the carbonates.
Combustion; flame; Bunsen burners; oxidation and reduction.
Acids, bases, salts.
Practiral Work: Glass-working, cork boring and fitting up
aPparatus; action of heat, water, on substances and mixtures; solu-
bility; preparation and properties of hydrogen, oxygen, chlorine,
hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, ammonia, nitric oxide, ulphurdioxide,
sulphuretted hydrogen and carbon dioxide; action of acids on metals;
measurement of volumes and density of gases and reduction of
1 .T.P.; alkalies, properties and reactions with acids; indicators;
preparation and crystallisation of simple salts; simple determinations
of equivalents; recognition of chlorides, sulphates, sulphites, sul-
phides, carbonates, nitrates and nitrites.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS--FIRST YEAR.
Units of length, area and volume. Units of mass. Use of metre
stick, vernier calipers and micrometer screw gauge. Use and limita-
tions of graduated cylinder, pipette and burette.
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Centre of gravity The lever. Common balance. The Laboratory
Balance. Sensibility of balance. Density of regular solids; estima-
tion of possible error. Use of specific gravity bottle. Specific gravitv
of liquids and of powders insoluble and soluble in water.
Hyd rostatic pressure. Principle of Archimedes. Specific Gravity
of irregular solids heavier and lighter than water, insoluble and
soluble in water. Specific Gravity of liquids. Hydrometer. Atmos-
pheric pressure. Simple barometer. Fortin barometer. Open mano-
meter; simple pressure gauge. Siphon.
Boyle's Law. Exhaust pump.
Expansion of solids, liquids and gases. Thermometers. Detennina-
tion of fixed points. Coefficients of expansion of a solid. Variation of
density of a liquid with temperature. Real and apparent coefficients
of expansion of liquid. Charles's Law. Ab olute temperature. The
Gas Equation. Simple gas thermometer.
Transmission of heat; cond uction, convection and radiation.
Quantity of heat. Calorie. British Thermal Unit. Specific heat.
Law of Dulong and Petit. Approximate determination of heat of
solution, neutralization, reaction and combustion. Change of state.
Cooling curve for pure substance. Melting point of pure substance.
Latent heats of fusion and vaporization.
Vapour pressure. Properties of saturated and unsaturated vapours.
Critical temperature. Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures. InAuence
of pressure on boiling point of pure liquid. Vacuum and steam dis-
tillation. Evaporation. Elementary Hygrometry.
The Lever as a machine. Work. Work equation for simple
machines. Galileo's pendulum. Conservation of mechanical energy.
Mechanical equivalent of heat.
Elementary treatment of electrostatics to develop the conception of
quantity of electric charge. Joule, ampere coulomb, volt, ohm.
Chemical effect of eletric current. Faraday's Laws of Electrolysis.
Ionic Theory.
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SECOND YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
PHYSICS.
I~ORGANICCHEMISTRY-SECO:\'D YEAR.
A detailed study of water. Impurities met with in natural waters.
Hard and soft waters. Chemical processes involved in the treatment
of water to render it fit for industrial use.
Technical methods of softening water for indt:strial use, such as
the lime and sodium carbonate process and the permutit process.
Technical methods of filtration.
Methods of determination and equivalents. Law of Dulong and
Petit. Atomic weights. Simple methods of determining vapour
density and the determination of the molecular weight from vapour
density.
Law of mass action. Faraday's Laws of Electrolysis. Elements of
the ionic theory and its application to analysis.
Hydrogen peroxide; preparation and uses. Ozone.
Diffusion of gases.
The halogens. Commercial preparation and uses of these elements
and their hydracids. Bleaching powder, sodium hypochlorite, potas-
sium chlorate. General comparison of properties of halogen group.
Catalysts and their infl uence 011 the velocity of chemical change.
Contact and chamber processes for the manufacture of sulphuric acid.
Fuming sulphuric acid. Thiosulphuric acid and sodium thiosulphate.
Sodium hydrosulphite. Potassium persulphate. Sulphur chloride.
Carbon; partial alld total gasification of carbon and carbonaceous
material. Manufacture of coal gas, producer gas, water gas, car-
buretted water gas, Mond gas. Thermo-chemistry. Exothermis and
endothermic reactions. Carbon disulphide. The electric furnace and
its application in the manufacture of metallic carbides.
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Detailed study of the atmosphcre. Liquefaction of ga es. Higher
oxides of nitrogen. Gaseous dissociation.
Manufacturing processes for the fixation of nitrogen. Oxidation
of ammonia to nitric acid. Preparation and manufacture of common
ammonium salts. ~ itrification and denitrification.
Phosphorus. Its oxides, chlorides, hydrides and acids.
phosphate and fertilisers. Use of grinding machines in
industry. Manufacture of matches.
Calcium
chemical
Arsenic, antimony and bismuth. Their occurrencc, preparation,
properties and u es. The compounds they form with hydrogen, oxy-
gen and chlorine, studied comparatively with thosc of nitrogen and
phosphorus.
Boric acid, borax. Chemistry of the borax bead tests. Boron.
Boron trioxide and boron fluoride.
Silica, its occurrence, properties and uses. Common natural
silicates. Stoneware, glass, pottery and fused silica ware. Silicon,
its chloride and fluoride. Etching on glass. Silicic and hydrofluosilicic
acids.
Dialysis. Colloids.
CHEMICAL A. TALY IS-SECO~D YEAR.
Dctection of the following metals in the pure state, in salts, simple
mixtures of salt or alloys: Silver, lcad, mercury, bismuth, copper,
cadmium, arsenic, antimony, tin, iron, aluminium, chromium, man-
ganese, zinc, nickel, cobalt, calcium, strontium, barium, magnesium,
potassium, sodium and ammonium; qualitative recognition of
chlorides, bromides, iodides, hypochlorites, chlorates, fluorides, intrites,
nitrates, phosphates, sulphates, sulphites, sulphides, thiosulphates, car-
bonates, bicarbonates. borates, silicates, arscnites and arsenates; use
and care of instruments employed in volumetric analysis, including the
tandardi ation of pipctte and bu rette; use of standard alkali, alkali
carbonate and acids, together with exercises arising from their use;
preparation and u e of standard silver-nitrate solution; use of stan-
dard thiocyanate solution; standard iodine, sodium thiosulphate and
sodium ar enite olutions and exerci es on their use; preparation of
salts and common substances in a state of purity,
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PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS-SECOND YEAR.
Elementary surface tension and viscosity. Osmosis. Elementary
Kinetic Theory of Gases.
Reflection and refraction at plane surfaces. Di persion. Elemen-
tary theory of mirrors and lenses necessary for the understanding of
optical instruments. Camera. The simple microscope. Telescope.
Compound microscope. Refractometer.
The pectrum. Spectroscope and spectrometer. Elementary wave
theory. Interference. Diffraction. Measurement of wavelength.
Elementary treatment ot polarization. The polarimeter.
Properties of a magnet. Magnetic fields. Molecular theory of
magnetism.
Electrostatics. Quantity. Potential. Capacity. Electroscopes.
Magnetic effect of current. Electro dynamics-moving coil instru-
mcnts. Electric motor.
Hcating effect of current. Potential Difference. Electrical energy
and power. Ohm's Law.
Decomposition potential. Conversion of electrical energy into
chemical energy. Reversible cells. Storage battery. Electromotive
Force.
Wheatstone Bridge. Potentiometer. Elementary thermo electricity.
Electrical thermometers.
Electra-magnetic induction. Dynamo. Induction Coil. Trans-
former.
Elementary treatment of conduction through gases.
THIRD YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGA~IC CHEMISTRY.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
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INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
THIRD YEAR.
Metals and the chief sources from which they are obtained.
General method used in the extraction of metals from their more
important ores.
Preparation of alloys and their general properties. Freezing point
curves and cooling curves.
Classification of the elements of the Periodic system. Law of
Isomorphism. X-ray spectra and atomic numbers.
The more important compounds of the following metals :-
(a) Sodium and pota sium; (b) copper and silver; (c) calcium
strontium and barium; (d) magnesium, zinc, cadmium and mercury;
(e) aluminium; (f) tin and lead; (g) chromium and manganese; (h)
iron, cobalt and nickel.
Manufacture of solium, zinc, aluminium, tin, lead, copper, cast-
iron, wrought iron and steel. Hardening of steeL Influence of added
elements on the properties of teel.
Technical production and u e of solium peroxide. hydroxide, car-
bonate and bicarbonate; potassium chloride and nitrate; potash fer-
tilisers; lime, mortar; plaster of Paris; Portland cement; magne ium
sulphate; zinc oxide and sulphide; Lithophone alums; thermit; red
lead; white lead, potassium chromate, dichromate and permanganate;
ferrous sulphate.
Solution : lowering of vapour pressure, osmotic pressure, deter-
mination of molecular weight by cryoscopic and ebullioscopic methods.
Limitations of the methods. Equivalent conductivity. Degree of
dissociation as found by conductivity compared with Van't Hoff's
coefficient.
Relative strcngth of acids. Hyd rogen in concentration. Hyd ro-
lysis of salts. Use of the spectroscope.
Colloidal solutions: preparation of typical solutions of a susPen-
soid and an emulsoid. Characteristic behaviour and influence of
degree of di persion.
CHEMICAL A. TALYSIS-THIRD YE,\R.
Ordinary methods of gravimetric analysis, including the estima-
tion of silver, lcad, copper, tin, arsenic, antimony, iron, aluminium,
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zinc, nickel, calcium, barium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and
ammonium, hydrochloric, sulphuric. phosphoric and carbonic acids;
application of above, and also of volumetric method, to determination
of the composition of simPle alloys, and of simple mixture6; prepara-
tion of typical metals, oxides and salts, in a state of purity; analytical
control of purity; revision of the volumetric work of the second year
course; more extended use of standard iodine and thiosulphate; use
of standard permanganate and dichromate solutions.
FOURTH AND FIFTH YEAR COURSES IN APPLIED
CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS.
ORGA IC CHEMISTRY-FouRTH YEAR.
The province of organic chemistry. Reasons for separate study of
carbon compounds. Detection and estimation of carbon, nitrogen,
sulphur and halogens in organic substances.
Calculation of percentage composition from the results of analysis
and deduction of empircal formulae. Molecular ancl constitutional
formulae.
Methane and ethane considered as typical saturated hydrocarbons.
Homologous series. Higher members of paraffin series. Isomerism.
Petroleum and its products. Halogen derivatives. Chloroform, iodo-
form.
Ethylene and acetylene considered as typical unsaturated substances.
Ethylene dibromicle.
Methyl alcohol. Ethyl alcohol. Alcoholic fermentation. Higher
alcohols considered brieRy. Alkyl halicles-methyl and ethyl iodides,
ethyl chloride. Acetonitrile.
The oxidation products of alcohols. Formaldehyde, acetaldehyde
and acetone. Formic and acetic acids. The chlorocetic acids as
eXq,mples of substitution. Acetic anhydride and acetyl chloride and
their use as reagents.
Ethyl acetate; its preparation, properties and saPonification.
Nature of common oils, fats and waxes; their saponification.
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Soap and Candles. Palmitic, stearic and oleic acids. Acetamide.
Amines: primary, secondary and tertiary amines.
Glycollic and lactic acids. Optical isomerism. Oxalic, malonic,
succinic. malic and tartaric acids. Ethyl malonate and ethyl aceto-
acetate and their use as synthetic reagent.
Keto-enolic desmotropy.
metrical isomerism. Glycol.
version into nitro-glycerine.
l\laleic and fumaric acids and geo-
Glycerol: Its manufacture and con-
Mannitol and the carbohydrates. Sucrose and its technical produc-
tion, dextrose, laevulose, maltose and lactose; their occurrence. pre-
paration, properties, and distinctive tests. se of polarimeter.
Starch and the dextrines. Cellulose, nitrocelluloses, cellulose acetate
and gun-cotton.
Cyanogen compounds. Cyanic and cyanuric acids. Thiocyanates.
Potassium ferrocyanide and ferricyanide. Prussian blue. Preparation
of hydrocyanic acid. potassium, sodium, silver and mercuric cyanide.
Cyanogen. Urea.
Organo-metallic compounds of zinc and magnesium.
PRACTICAL ORGA le CHEMISTRY-FouRTH YEAR.
Elementary composition of carbon compounds: detection of
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, halogens, and metals. Physical
properties of carbon compounds. Determination of melting point,
boiling point, specific gravity, optical activity. Identification of simple
organic compounds which may include methyl, ethyl and allyl
alcohols, chloroform, iodoform, ethyl bromide, ethyl acetate, ethyl
hydrogen sulphate, meth)l oxalate, ethyl sulphuric acid, formalde-
hvde, acetaldehyde. acetone, acetic, chloracetic, succinic, oxalic tar-
taric and citric acids; ethylamine, acetamide, oxamide, acetonitride,
chloral hydrate, glycerol, urea, cane ugar, reducing sugars, starches.
Prominent salts of above organic acid.
Preparation of the following aliphatic compounds :-potassium
ethyl sulphate, ethyl bromide. methyl ether, ethylene bromide, amyl
nitrate, acetone, chloroform, acetoxime, acetyl chloride. acetic anhy-
dride, acetamide, ethyl acetate, oxalic acid, meth) 1 oxalate, palmitic
acid, urea.
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FIFTH YEAR.
Benzene, toluene and thei r halogen derivative. • Titrobenzenes;
aniline; mono and di-methyanilines; toluidines. Diazobenzene.
Phenol. Dihydroxybenzenes. Tannic acid, mordants, tanning. Ben-
zoic and salicylic acids.
Higher homologues of benzene with their halogen, nitro, amino,
hydroxy and sulphonic acid derivatives. Diazo, diazoamino and
aminoazo compounds. Phenylhydrazine. Aromatic aldehydes and
ketones. Toluic and phthalic acids. Naphthalene, anthracene, and
their technically important derivatives. Thiophene, pyridine and
quinoline. Brief consideration of the dyes of the di-phenylmethane
and tri-phenylmethane senes. Technically imPortant organic com-
pounds of arsenic.
PRACTICAL ORGA IC CHEMISTRY-FIFTH YEAR.
Reactions for identification of characteristic groups occurring 111
organic compounds.
Identification of simple organic compounds and classification of
those of more complex character. Determination of molecular weights
of organic compounds. Use of combustion furnace in estimation of
elements. Fractional distillation under atmospheric and reduced
pressure.
Preparation of aromatic compounds including: Nitro-benzene,
azo-benzene, aniline, sulphanilic acid, diphenyl carbinol (by Grig-
nard re-agent), diazo-benzene sulphate, iodobenzene, chlor-benzene
(by Sandmeyer re-action), amino azo-benzene, phenol, nitro-phenol,
benzoic acid, picric acid, anthra-quinone, B. naphthol, salicyl alde-
hyde and a typical azo-dye.
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, SPECIAL COURSE.
The Lectures will deal with the fundamental principles of Phy·
sical Chemistry and their bearing on, and application to, Systematic
Chemical Analysis and Applied Chemistry generally.
The course of experimental work, arranged as far as possible to
illustrate the Lectures, will include the determination of molecular
weights by various methods: Victor Meyer, Hofmann, Beckman,
Silver Salts, etc. Inversion Points, Rate of Inversion and Polari-
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metry, Pulfrich Refractometer, Spectroscope, Calorimetry, Heats of
Solution and Neutralization, Flash Point, Bomb Calorimeter,
Freezing and Boiling Points of Pure and Mixed Substances, Elec-
trolysis, Rate of Migration, Conductivity of Solutions, Ph. Values.
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
ANALYSIS OF FOOD, DRUGS, AND WATER.
SALE OF FOOD Al ID DRUGS ACT.
Short history of adulteration and early legislation in regard to pure
food. The present laws relative to food and drugs adulteration.
Sections of the Acts that intimately concern the Public Analyst.
Form of Analyst's certificate. Certificates as prima facie evidence,
and conditions governing the institution of proceedings. Regulations
regarding standards of purity.
FOOD.
Jlilk: Composition of milk and variation in composItIOn; milk of
mammals other than the cow; milk tandards; methods of calculating
added water and fat deficiency; fat of milk, its composition and
methods of estimation; method of Gerber, Werner-Schmidt, and
Rose-Gottlieb; composition of non-fatty solids; estimation of proteins,
milk-sugar and ash; changes in milk on ouring; analysis of sour milk;
preservatives in milk and methods of detection; artificial colouring
matter in milk; composition and analysis of skimmed, separated,
condensed and dried milk. Butter and 1I1argarilll': ComPosition of
butteJ' fat, and its analysis; Reichert-Wollny number; Polenske
number; Kir chner number; iodine and saponification values; refrac-
tive index and Valenta test; standards for butter; general considera-
tion of fats used in manufacture of margarine; laws relating to sale
of margarine. Cheese: Variou kinds of cheese and their comparison;
adulteration of chee e; standards for cheese; analysis. Starrft Food:
Mi roscopical characters of the starches; use of the microscope in
their detection; rice, ago, pearl barley, oatmeal, "'heat, potato a1al
maIze. lVfteM Flour: 'Vholemeal; whe;:tmeal; household HOllr;
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analysis of flour; bleaching of, and addition of "improvers" to, flour;
self-raising flour; bread and its analy-i ; baking powder. Condiments
and Spices: General consideraion and analysis of vinegar, pepper.
mustard, ginger, etc. Tea, Coffee, alld Cocoa: Composition and
analysis; microscopical characteristics; addition of chicory to coffee;
coffee extracts. Sugar, Jams and H olley: Composition and analysis;
artificial colours in jam; glucose and honey. Beer, fPine and Spirits:
Analysis; original gravity of beer; standard for spirits. Preservative
and poisonous metals in food.
DRUGS.
Standards of the British Pharmacopoeia and the Department of
Local Government; methods of analysis of extracts, liquors, lini-
ments, mixtures, powders, syrup, tinctures and ointments.
WATER AND WATER ANALYSIS.
Natural waters and source of impurities; rain water; surface
water; river water; wells and springs; waters used in brewing, dis-
tilling, and mineral water industries; boiler-feed waters; source,
storage and distribution of waters u ed for drinking supply; water
treatment; chemical analysis of water and interpretation of results.
THE CHEMISTRY OF OILS, FATS AND WAXES.
INTRODUCTION.
General method of producing and refining oils, fats and waxes.
Occurrence of fatty oils, fats and waxes. Saponification products.
Soap. Glycerine. Mono, di- and tri-glycerides. aphthenes.
Benzenes. Isomeri m. Meaning of Hydrolysis. The fatty acids.
The carbonyl group. Saturated and unsaturated compounds.
Valency of carbon and structure of carbon compounds. The stearic,
oleic. linoleic, linolenic and clupanodoric acid series.
TESTING AND AJALYSIS.
Physical methods. Specific gravity; viscosity; flash point; re-
fractive power; melting point j titer test.
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Chemical methods. Bromine thermal value; saponification value;
Reichert-Wollny value; Polenske value; Acetyl value; Acid value;
U nsaponifiable value.
CLASSIFICATION.
Marine oils, including Menhaden; cod-liver; whale. Vegetable
drying oils, including Linseed. Vegetable semi-drying oils, including
maize; cottonseed, and sesame. VeO'etable non-drying oils, including
rape; oilve and castor. Animal oils, including. Teatsfoot. Vegetable
fats, including cocoa-butter; palm and cocoanut. Animal fat, in-
cluding tallow; butter-fat and lard.
THE WAXES.
Occurrence and properties of sperm oil; carnauba wax; bees-wax;
wool wax.
MINERAL OILS.
Occurrence and properties of petroleum; shale oil; coal-tar oil and
lignite oil; paraffin; vaseline and ozokerite.
HARDENED FATS.-PRACTICAL COURSE.
INTRODUCTION.
Sampling and preliminary tests. Practical method for determining
specific gravity; melting point; solidifying point of mixed fatty acids;
refractive index; viscosity; solubility; iodine value; saponification
value; Reichert-Wollny value; acetyl value, etc.
SPecific tests for certain oils and fats; testinO' and analysis of
mineral oils and waxe ; interpretation of results; scheme for identi-
fication of an oil fat or wax.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS-GAS MANUFACTURE.
(1) Coal (Approximate Analysis),
~loisture; organic volatile matter; ash; fixed carbon. by difference;
ulphur; calorific \'alue; evaporati\,e po\\'er from calorific value.
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(2) Gas (Partial and Complete).
Partial: Carbon-dioxide; oxygen; olefines; carbon-monoxide.
Complete. As above, and methane and hydrogen by explosion;
nitrogen, by difference.
Sulphuretted hyd rogen tested for by lead acetate paper, also e ti-
mated as grains per 100 cubic feet by iodine solution. Total ulphur
in gas. Test for cyanogen compounds and for benzoIc vapour.
(3) Sulphate of Ammonia.
Misture; free acid or ammonia; total ammonia; sulphuric acid
from fixed ammonia by calculation; insoluble matter; residue; nitro-
gen calculated from total ammonia.
Colormetric test for copper and test for lead. Examination of
B.O\,. for nitrates by Lunge Nitrometer.
(4) Bog-Iron Oxide.
Moisture; Fe2 03; FeZ (OH)6.
(5) Spent Oxide.
Moisture; pure sulphur; tar. Test for cyanogen compounds.
(6) Liquor.
Ammonia content, free and fixed; Tests for sulphur compounds,
cyanogen and amount of gas given off on acidification.
(7) Tar.
'Vater content; pecific gravity; distillation te t; estimate of tar
acids; estimation of basic compound.
(8) Oils.
Specific Gravities, viscosity. Hash point and distillation test.
SPECIAL COURSE FOR DIPLOMA OF VETERINARY
STATE MEDICINE.
Water Analysis: Solids in solution, Ammonias, Nitrates, Chlorine,
Oxygen absorbed and dissolved, hardness, interpretation of results.
Air: Estimation of CO.
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Milk: Specific gravity; total solids; fat; solids not fat; ash;
preservatives.
Feeding Stuffs: Moisture; oil; albuminoids, fibres; starch; ash;
sand in ash; food unit value; albuminoids ratio.
Disinfrctanu: Chemical valuation of bleaching powder; perman-
ganate of potash, formaldehyde; sulphurous acid; carbolic acid.
Tests for Common poisons; mineral acids and alkalis; arsenic; anti-
mony; mercury; lead; barium; cyanides; phosphorus; alkaloids, in-
cluding strychnine, morphia.
TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
(FUEL OILS A~D LUBRICA,.,\;TS.)
Specific Gravity; Ash; Acidity; Alkalinity; Fla h Point distilla-
tion test; visco ity; carbon re idue; cloud and pour test; demulsifica-
tion number; ulphur content; saponification value; iodine value;
water in oils.
Setting point of paraffin W/LX; moke point of kerosene; e timation
of colour; con istency of grea es; drop and flow points of grea es;
dilution in crankcase oils.
BREWING SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY OF
FERMENTATION.
FIRST A~D HIGHER YEARS.
Preparation and properties of cellulose, starch from various sources,
soluble starch, dextrose, cane and invert-sugar, and the products ot
the hydrolysis of starch.
The examination and valuation of barleys. Kiln-drying barleys,
storing and screening.
Malting. The process of malting, including the so-called atmos-
pheric systems. Conditions necessary for healthy germination.
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The examination and comparative valuation of malts. Estimation
of extract, proteins, ash constituents, etc.
Water. Analytical examination and test of fitness for brewing ales
and stouts. Artificial softening and purification.
Mashing. Various methods of making the mash. Use of ra,,,
grain and other starch-containing material. Chemical changes
effected during the mashing process, especially those attending the
hydrolysis of starch. Influence of time and temperature on the result.
Use of sugar as a brewing material.
Boiling. Influence of boiling on the raw wort. Objects attained by
the use of hops. Sulphured hops and their detection. The cold
storage of hops.
Cooling. Influence of aeration on the cooling worts.
The various forms of the saccharometer, and the relation of their
readings to each other and to specific gravity as ordinarily indicated.
Fermentation. The various systems of fermentation employed in
the United Kingdom. The yeast organisms. Microscopical examina-
tions of ferments, their modes of growth and reproduction. The
chemical function of the ferments. Theories of fermentation.
Analysis of beer and worts. Determination of " original gravity."
The" forcing tray" process as a test of the stability of a beer.
Preservative agents, and how applied to beer. The preparation and
use of finings and caramel.
BACTERIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY.
Examination of plant cells as an introduction to the use of the
microscope. Preparation of culture media. Study of the life histories
of typical yeasts, bacteria ,and moulds, including their special cultural
treatment in the laboratory. Experiments on enzyme chemistry.
Bacterial analysis of water, milks, etc. Preservation of foods by
sterilization, drying, salting, cold storage, etc.
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MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURE.
SCIE TCE.
Chemistry.-Elements, compounds, mixtures, acids, ba e, salts.
quantitative e timation of acidity, alkalinity. The Atmosphere; water;
hydrogen; oxygen; carbon; nitrogen; phosphorus; sulphur; common
metals; elementary chemistry of the sugar ; alcohols; formaldehyde;
acetic acid; butyric acid; lactic acid; fats; proteins.
Chemical composition and physical properties of milk. Analysis of
milk (fat, total solids, protein, lactose, chlorides and acidity). Ele-
mentary chemistry of milk constituents. Causes of variations in com-
.position of milk. Effects of heat. Causes and prevention of deteriora-
tion and taints. Adulteration of milk. Comparative nutritive value
of milk. Water supply. Water softening. Detergents.
Physics.-Specific gravity. Viscosity. Surface tension. Hygro-
metry. Heat. Expansion. Thermometry. Latent heat. Specific heat.
Conduction. Convection. Radiation. Evaporation. Principle of
refrigeration. Fluid pres ure. Barometers. Syphons. Pumps. Ele-
mentary machines.
Microbiology.-Microscope. Form, growth and cla ification of
micro-organi ms. Isolation. Culture media, staining and examina-
tion. Flora of milk and milk products. Effect of physical factors, in-
cluding temperature, light, sterilization, pasteurization. Disinfec-
tants, detergent, preservatives. Change produced by micro-organ-
isms, including acidity, alkalinity, oxidations, reductions, pigment
formation and aroma. Enzyme.
MILK PROCESSIXG AND MILK PRODUCTS MA..'WF.\CTURE:
(Pasteurization, Sterilization, Ice Cream, Condensed and Dried
Milk Products.)
Pasteurization and Sterilizatioll.-Raw material. Bacterial flora
and pre-pasteurization bacteriological standards. Pre-pa teurization
treatment; bulking, pre-heating, straining, homogenizing. Principle
of pasteurization and sterilization. Type and construction of pa -
teurizing and terilizing apparatus. Precision control; thermometer'
and thermoCTraph . Refrigeration. Faults. their detection and remedy.
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Cleansing of apparatus by hot water. Steam sterilization and use ot
detergents. Bottling and bottling equipment. Legal bacteriological
and chemical standards. Water supplies. Methods of steam raising.
Ice Cream Manufacture.-Materials. Standards. Public Health
requirements. Functions and quantities of components. Calculation
of quantities and preparation of mixes. Mixing and refrigeration.
Hardening. Types of refrigerating plants. Ageing vats and other
equipment. Packing. Filling machines. Physical properties of ice
cream. Faults, their detection and remedy.
Manufacture of Condensed and Dried Milk Products.-Raw
materials. Legal standards.
Condensed milk; types of equipment; sugar addition; viscosities;
cooling; canning, storage. Dried milk and dried whey; types of
equipment, including spray, roller, vacuum band methods; grinding,
packing, types of package, vacuum packing.
Keeping qualities of the above products; faults, their detection and
remedy.
CEREAL CHEMISTRY AND FLOUR MILLING
TECHNOLOGY.
THIRD AND FOURTH YEARS.
Cereal Science:
Elementary chemistry; constituents of air; combustion in air;
oxides; combustion of coal and producer gas; constituents of ,vater;
hard and soft water; formation of rust; chalk and lime; carbon
dioxide and monoxide; simple ideas of elements and compound', of
acids, bases and salts, and of metals and non-metals.
Sources of power; measurement of heat in B.Th.D.; specific and
latent heat; hygrometry; properties of saturated and superheated
steam; special applications to milling-e.g., moisture tests of wheat,
wheat-feed and flour; effect on milling of moisture in wheat, in stocks
and in the air.
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Knowledge of peSts in wheat and its products; reasons for heating,
sweating and degeneration of wheat.
Elementary principles of breadmaking; effects of yeast, salt, tem-
perature and time on breadmaking; gluten and the effect of quality
and quantity on bread making ; tests for nitrogen, gluten, ash and
fibre; in fluence on bread-making of natural properties of flours and
of bleachers and improver ; starch, sugar and enzymes.
Action of improvers; methods of improving flour quality.
Bleaching, natural and artificial.
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY
FIRST YEAR.
Simple study of \I-heat, its structure and physical charactcristics.
\Vheat growing countries, climate, harvest period, ports of shipment
and shipping routes. Impurities of wheat, pests and diseases. Simple
study of types of wheat and the effect of soil and climate on wheat
quality. Bushel test.
Brief history of milling, including early methods of grinding,
d re. Sill!!;, etc., and the gradual development of present day method.
:.\Iechanical wheat intake plants, conveyors, elcvators, weighers and
measurcrs. Preliminary cleaning machines and types of wheat storage
silos.
ElrmClltary study of construction of machinery employed ill wheat
clcaning separators, scourers, brushes, cockle and barley oats separa-
tors, spiral separators, aspirators, washers, \\'hizzers, waterwheels,
stonrrs. magnetic separators, effluent plants. Conditioners and driers.
Grinders for screenings.
Elementary study of c()ll'truction of machinery employed in Mill
Rollennills, Plansifters, Centrifugals, Reels, Purifiers, Sieves. Study
of construction of exhaust trunks, Fans, Dust Collectors. Study of
construction of Elevators, Spouts, Conveyors for Mill. tacks. Packing
m,lchinery, hoists, shorts, belt dri,'cs, pulley speeds.
SECOXO YEAR.
Pneumatic Intake Plants. rI he objects of preliminary cleaning and
dr) illCY. Attention to wheat during storage. The objects of wheat
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blending. Blending by weight, by \·olume. The principles of "'heat
cleaning; separation by size, shape, weight, specific gravity, magnetic
separation, fractional cleaning, washing. Wheat conditioning, its
objects and methods employed.
Disposal of screenings. Simple Ro,,- sheets of wheat cleaning plants.
Principles of grinding, including mill stones and impact machines;
detailed study of rollermills and the objects of gradual breaking and
gradual reduction.
Principles of scalping, grading and du ting. Principles of purifica-
tion Principles of Rour dressing. Example of sectional Row sheet'.
Flour bleaching and improver plants.
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED STUDY OF CONTROL OF MACHINERY AND PROCESSES.
THIRD YEAR.
Wheat cleaning machinery. Conditioners, the conditioning process
and wheat drying. The design of wheat cleaning flo\\' sheets. The
break sy tem and scalping. Grading and dusting. Purification. The
reduction system and Hour dressing. The scratch system. Flour
divides. Flour bleaching and improving. Wheatfeed and Wheat-
meal systems. Design of mill Row sheet.
Advanced study of wheat plant, germination, foliation, fertiliza-
tion, propagation of new varieties. QU:llity of Rour from different
types of wheat. Strong or sponging Rour. lVlediu111 strength Rour .
Soda bread Rour. Self-raising Rour. Biscuit flour. Wheat blending.
\Varehouse control 'Vorl-: for stand periods and mill fumigation.
lill pe t. PossilJle cau es of complaints by customer.
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY
l\1ILL CONTROL A:\'D MANAGEME, T.
FOURTH YEAR.
Choice of ite and prime moves. Layout of mill premi es. Organ-
isation of taff and duties. Mill records and reports. Insurance
against fire. Fire fighting equipment.
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\Vheat valuation; calculations of the values of \\'heats, taking into
account the impurities, moisture content and Rour content. Planning
economic grist, tabnl:; flour quality into account. Calculation of gain
or loss of wei.,.ht in scn:enroom and mill; the effect on costs. Calcu-
lation of flour extraction; it effect on cost. Divides; how obtained
and calculated and their effect on costs. Co ts of manufacture and
of eIling distribution and administration. Effect of outPut on costs;
fixed and variable charges.
TECHNOLOGY OF THE MANUFACTURE OF PIGMENTS,
PAINTS, AND VARNISHES.
This Course is designed to provide those engaged in these industries
with a knowledge of the chemical nature of the materials used, and of
the scientific basis underlying works operations.
Physics: Measurement. Specific gravity. Hydrometers. Heat.
Methods of transference. Expansion. Thermometers. Specific
heat. Latent heat. Boiling and melting points. Hydrometry.
Chl'l/listry : A simple study of facts and theories.
Atmosphere, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, carbon dioxide, carbon-
ates. Hardnes in water. Sulphur, oxides of sulphur. Sul-
phurous acid, sulphuric acid, hydrogen sulphide and sulphides.
Chlorine and hydrochloric acid. itric acid, ammonia. Acids,
alkalies and salts. Compound of metals used in the industry.
Technology: Oils and varnishes including methods of testing. Sol-
\'ents, resins and gum. Pigment, including mixing and grinding.
Drying and properties of films.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO·MECHA.
NICAL WORK, LITHOGRAPHY, Etc.
Thi class form part of the Courses in Photography, Photo-
Mechanical \Vork and Lithography (see Book Production and
Printing Trade Booklet).
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To understand the processes used in Photography, Photo-
Mechanical Work, Lithography, etc., it is necessary to have some
knowledge of chemistry and its general principles. Throughout
the part of the syllabus devoted to General Chemistry, frequent
reference is made to applications to these chemical processes.
General Chemistry: Physical and chcmical changes; mixtures and
compounds; elements; chemical laws; elementary treatment of the
atomic theory. The Atmosphere: Constitution of the atmosphere;
oxygen; nitrogen. d eids: General study of the common acids, sul-
phuric, nitric, hydrochloric. A !kalies: Lime, caustic soda, sodium
carbonate, ammonia. Salts: lVlethods of formation; water crystalli-
sation. Water: Hydrogen; carbon dioxide; natural waters. Sul-
phur: Oxides, sulphibcs, sulphates, thiosulphates. Ilalogells: De-
tailed study of chlorine, bromine and iodine. Oxidation and Reduc-
tion: Study of typical examples with particular reference to photo-
graphic operations. NIeta/lie Salts: Silver, gold, copper, iron,
uramum.
Applied Chemistry: Photo-chemistry of certain metallic salts;
photo-chemistry of silver salts; theories concerning latent image;
sensitizers; history of photographic processes; collodion and gelatine
emulsions; ripening; d'ry plates; theory of developers, and restrainers;
acid and alkaline development; fixing agents; intensification and
weakening of silver image; printing processes; toning processes;
platinotype; chemistry of photo-mechanical pl'Ocesses.
BOTANY FOR SEEDSMEK
FIRST YEAR.
Examination of a simple flowering plant; its chief organs. Various
forms of root, stems and leaf; modifications of these OTgans for
special purpo es; food storage; vegetable propagation. The cell and
cell contents in embryonic and adult structures, variations in type of
cells of different organs. Tissues. Brief survey of the chemical
nature of the principal comPonents of plant bodies; food, food storage
and translocation.
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Such of the minute structure of root, stem and leaf of herbaceous
and of woody types as is necessary to explain the physiological pro-
cesses connected with absorption, respiration, transpiration, assimila-
tion, movement, growth in length and in thickness.
Buds and branching. Winter conditi,on of some trees of different
types. Forms of inflorescence. The flower; variety of structure of
floral organs. Detailed structure of stamen and of pistil; Pollination
and fertilization. Fruit. Seed dispersal. Germination.
Various forms of vegetative and of floral organs of plants as illus-
trated by reference to some members of the commoner families of
flowering plants.
SECOND YEAR.
Characters of common forage plants. Identification of seeds of farm
and garden crops. Seed testing.
Introduction to the study of lower plams by reference to the
general structure, physiology and mode of life of Fern, Moss, Alga,
Fungus and Bacillus.
Outline of principles of classification of fungi. Sunoey of the com-
moner fungoid pe ts and insect pests of a farm and garden.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
MEDICAL CHEMISTllY.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
See Syllabus for Pharmaceutical Chemistry.
See Syllabus of Physics for Chemistry under First Year Course 11l
Applied Chemistry.
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SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES IN MEDICAL
CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGA~IC CHEMISTRY.
CHDUCAL A~ALYSIS.
See Syllabuses under Second and Third Year Courses in Applieti
Chemistry.
PHARMACEUTICAL COURSES.
The Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland recognise and accept certi-
ficates of attendance at courses of instruction in
THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.
PRACTICAL CHE llSTRY.
BOTANY.
MATERIA IVIEDICA.
Applications for enrolment should be made as early as possible
before the dates fixed for the commencement of the courses.
The Courses are intended for chemists' assistants who have passed
their preliminary and are working for their final examinations.
Recognised certificates for lectures and practical work are given to
all ~tudents whose attendance and progress are satisfactory. The
lectures and practical work cover the subjects outlined in the sub-
joined syllabuses.
THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY A D PHYSICS.
(September to May.)
Inorganic Chemistry:
Elements and compounds. Laws of Chemical combination. Atomic
Theory; ymbols and formulae. Vapour density; molecular weight;
atomic weight; equivalent weight; valency. Periodic table. Acids,
bases, salts.
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Non-Metals: H; 0; N, S, C, P, CL, Br., I, B., As, Si.
Metals: Sodium group; calcium group; Mg; Zn; Cd.; Pb; Cu;
Ag; Hg; Al.; Fe; Mn; Co; i; Cri Sb; Bi; Au; Pt.
Oxides, hydrates and salts.
Organic Chemistry:
Nature and scope of organic chemistry. Qualitative and quantita-
tive analysis of organic compounds. Determination of empirical and
molecular formulae.
Paraffin hydrocarbons; homologous series; isomerism; olefine and
acetylene series; halogen derivatives; alcohols and mercaptons;
aldehydes and ketones; polymerism. Fatty acids-formic, acetic,
palmitic, stearic, oleic acids. Fats; soaps. Oxalic, citric, tartaric and
lactic acids. E thers; esters; amines; amides; cyanogen derivatives;
nitJ·ites.
Benzene and its homologues; naphthalene; authracene; halogen
derivatives of benzene; nitrobenzene; aniline; phenol, azo, diazo and
hyd razine compounds. Aromatic alcohols, aldehydes and ketones.
Aromatic acids-benzoic, salicylic.
Carbohydrates; proteins; glucosides; terpenes and camphors; the
principal alkaloids.
Physics: Units of measurement, length, areas, volumes; states of
matter; physical and chemical changes; ma s inertia, force, parallel
forces; weight; Hooke's law; energy and work; densities of solids,
liquids and gases; Archimedes' principles and applicCltion ; liquids
and gases; principle of Rotation; atmospheric pressure; barometers;
Boyle' law; kinetic energy and gases; diffusion; heat and its general
effects; thermometry; melting and boiling points; expansion of solids,
liquids and gases; specific heats; Dulong and Petit's law; change of
state; latent heat; transference of heat; methods.
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Qualitative analysis for base and acids in solution of simple salts,
including the alts of common organic acids. Principles of organic
analysis; Detection of RP. substances and the chief alkaloids. 'tan-
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dard solution. Volumetrc estimations of RP. 'Vater analysis;
ammonia; nitrates; nitrites; chlorides; total and permanent hardnes .
Urine analysis; estimation of suger.
BOTA Y.
(September to May.)
The plant cell, tissues, and systems.
The structure and principal modifications of root, stem, and leaf
in Angiosperms; structure of typical flowers, fruits, and seeds.
The elements of plant Physiology and plant Biology, including the
Ecology of native plants.
The special study of the following :-Bacillus subtillus, Spirogyra,
Fucus, Mucor, Psalliota, Funaria, Aspidium, Pinus, Cheiranthus.
The outlines of classification of Spermaphyta.
The Natural Orders :-Liliaceae, Orchidaceae, Gramineae, Rosa-
ceae, Ranunculaceae, Papaveraceae, Cruciferae, Leguminosae, Com·
positae, Solanaceae, Scrophulariaceae, Umbelliferae.
The following collection of slides :-Vicia Faba-L.S. root apex,
Lilium-L.S. root tip, Helianthus-T.S. stem, Zea-T.S. stem,
Helianthus-T.S. root, Ricinus--T.S. seed, Pinus-L.S. ovule Ficus,
T.S. leaf, Horse-chestnut-L.S. stem node, Wheat-L.S. seed,
Quercus-T.S. stem (2nd year), Circaea-raphides, Typical Leaf-
T.S. Sieve tubes, Lenticel.
MATERIA MEDICA.
(September to May.)
I.
Identification; description; natural onglll; family; geographical
source; chief constituents and pharmacopoeial requirements of the
following :-
Drugs of Vegetable and Animal Origin.
Acacia, aconitum, adeps, adeps lanae, agar, aloe, amylum, anethum,
asafoetida, aurantii cortex, balsamum peruvianum, balsamum tolu-
tanum, belladonnae folium, belladonnae radix, benzionum, buchu,
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calumba, capsicum, carum, caryophyllum, cascara sagrada, cassia,
catechu, cera alba, cera flava, cinchona, cinnamomum, coccus, chlchoci
cormus, colchici semen, colocyllthis, colophonium, copaiba, coriandrum,
digitalis folium, ergota, filix ma , ipecacuanha, foeniculum, gelatinum,
gentiana, glycyrrhiza, hamamelis, hyoscyamus, ipomoea, jalapa,
krameria, limonis cortex, linum, lobelia, mel depuratum, morrhu'lc
oleum, myrrha, nux vomica, olivae oleum, ricini oleum, abietis oleum,
amygdalae oleum, anethi oleum, anisi oleum, arachis oleum, cadinu,n
oleum, lavandulae oleum, limonis oleum, lini oleum, menthae piperate~
oleum, myristicae oleum, rosmarini oleum, santaJi oleum, santali aus,
traliensis oleum, esami oleum, terebinthinae oleum, theobromatis
oleum, opium, pix carbonis praeparata, pix liquida, podophylli resina.
podophyllum, prunus serotina, quassia, quillaia, rheum, scammoniae
resina, scilla, enega, sennae folium. sennae fructus, serpentaria, str"
monium, trophanthus, tyrax, tamarindus, thyroideum, tragacant!la.
valeriana, zingiber.
n.
B.-\CTERlOLOGY.
Definition of bacteria; size; reproduction; n:otility; structure:
'pores; effect of light; effect of heat; growth in gases; identification;
classification; preparation of sera and vaccines.
Ill.
Definition and torage of the following bacteriological preparation" :
antitoxinum diphthericum, antitoxinum tetalJicllm, antitoxinum
wclchicum, serum antidysentericum (shiga), toxinum diphthericum
calcfactum, toxinum diphthericum detoxicatum, toxinum diphthen-
cum diagnosticum, tuberculinum pristinum, vaccinum typho-parathy-
phosum (t.a.b.), vaccinllm vacciniae.
IV.
VITAMINES.
Presence of vitamin bodies in vegetables, fruits, oils, wheat, and
nee.
PRACTICAL PHARMACY.
Translation of latin prescriptions; detection of dangerous doses;
compounding and dispensing; explanation of process of making non-
chemical preparations of the Pharmacopoeia. Resignition of prepara-
tions of the Pharmacopoeia which are not of a definite chemical
nature, such as extracts, tinctures and powders.
Demonstrations, as far as possible, will be made of the Pharma-
copoeia operations; dispensing of physicians' prescriptions, prescrip-
tion reading, calculation of percentages, and other quantities occurring
in prescriptions.
SPECIAL CLASSES
IRISH LANGUAGE.
IRISH.
FIRST YEAR.
Oral: Conversation lessons on simple matters such as the fol-
lowing :-Name, home or residence, salutations, the clock, days of
the week, months and seasons, the weather, money, easy counting,
colours, etc. Location of objects in the classroom and neighbour-
hood, parts of the body and clothing, giving and carrying out simple
orders. With the conversational lessons, the student will be fami·
liarised with the use of is and ta and of verbal nouns.
Written Work: Each student will keep a note-book to record the
salutations, phrases, etc., in correct Irish.
Cultural: Memorising of simple songs, rhymes, stories, etc., so as
to be able to repeat them with correct bias. Stories and recitations
by Gaelic authors.
TECHNICAL GERMAN.
Readings: Fiedler and Sandbach and Linguaphone Course.
Grammar: Pronunciation; the article; declen ion of nouns;
declension of adjectives; comparison of adjectives, adverbs, numerals,
pronouns; conjugation of verb; prepositions; case with verb ;
order of words; omission of word. German words not to be trans-
lated; subjunctive, innnitve; formal subject; comparative. Tech-
nical vocabulary. Abbreviations u ed in technical and cientinc
German. Commercial terms and correspondence. German technical
journals. Sources. Bibliographie. Ab traction. German currency.
DAY AND EVENING COURSES
IN
SPECIAL TRADES
BAKERY PRACTICE and TECHNOLOGY
BOOT and SHOE MANUFACTURE
LADIES' HAIRDRESSING
G~, TLEMEN'S HAIRDRESSING
TAILORING - GENTLEMEN'S CUTTING
TAILORING - LADIES' CUTTING
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BAKERY PRACTICE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Courses are organised to provide for the full technical train-
ing of Bakehouse Apprentices in the theory and practice of Bread-
making and Flour Confectionery, during the period of apprenticeship.
The work of the classes is under the supervision of an Advisory
Committee representative of the Irish Bakers', Confectioners' and
Allied Workers' Union and of the Association of Master Baker.
The practical classes are conducted on each afternoon excepting
Saturday, from 3.30 to 6.30 p.m. The ancillary instruction in
Bakery Science and Calculations and in Art is given in Evening
Classes.
Syllabuses
BREADMAKING.
(THEORY.)
FIRST YEAR.
Introduction. Comparison of cientific method of breadmakin CT and
haphazard methods.
Elementary tudy of raw materials.
1. Wheat. Sources and varieties of wheats of the world-Spring
Wheat, Winter Wheats, strong and soft Wheats, characteristics of
the different varieties. Constituents of the Wheat berry; their func-
tions and effects.
2. Flour. Milling of Wheat, old and modern methods; types of
flour produced. The effect of different milling processes on the re-
sultant flours. Grades of flour produced by modern milling methods.
Properties of flour produced from different wheat.
PRACTICAL BAKERY WORK.
Straight doughs made on long and short systems. Sponge methods
u ing soft and stiff sponges. Characteristics of the bread produced
by the different methods.
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CONFECTIONERY.
Study of Raw 1I1aterials.-Types of flour used for Confectionery.
Eggs, whites, yolks, different type of preserved eggs. Different types
of aerating agent. Shortening agents. Sweetening agents. Colour-
ing and Flavouring agents.
PRACTICAL WORK.
Chemically aerated goods of scones and bun type (Scones, Rocks,
etc.). Chemically aerated goods of Batter method (Queens, Totten-
ham, etc.). Short paste good (jams, fruit pies, etc.). Puff Paste.
Different method of manufacture. English, cotch, French.
SECOND YEAR.
Varieties of meals. \Vhole meals; germ meals; malted meals; pro-
prietary brands.
Yeast. Elementary study of yea t; use in bread-making; food neces-
sary for its life, growth and reproduction. Storage of yeast; effects
of temperature; possible contaminations.
Uanipulation o()f different types of ovens. Use of Bread hnprovers/
type and effects of ame.
PRACTICAL WORK.
Use of different bread improvers and enriching agents to show
their effects on finished bread.
Times and temperatures; quantities of yeast and salt used in bread-
making. Manufacture of imple fancy breads.
CONFECTIONERY.
Cake Making. Various methods of producing cakes of different
varieties. Pound cakes, Slab cakes, Seasonal and Festival cakes.
Sponge Goods: Sponge cakes, rolls, ete. Sweet pastes and short
breads. Biscuits: Pie pastes, hot and cold method (meat pies). Pre-
paration of royal icing; imple piping and coating top and sides of
cakes.
THIRD YEAR.
More detailed work of the ubjects of the 1st and 2nd years.
Study of fermentation.
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PRACTICAL WORK. Fancy bread rolls; malt, milk, brown, Vienna
bread. Small fermented foods: Dinner rolls; bun goods j tea cakes.
bracks, baps, etc.
CONFECTIONERY.
Manufacture of bases for fancies, Genoese, etc. Afternoon tea
fancies. Sweet pastes, frangipan, Petite four Glace. etc. (decorated).
Gateau and torten, flans, etc. Ohoux Paste, cream buns. eclairs, etc.
1l1eringue goods: cold and boiled methods. Dessert Biscuits: petite
macaroons. English and French Routs, etc. Cake Decoration:
Birthday, Christmas, bride cakes, etc.
FOURTH YEAR.
Deeper knowledge of materials used in bread-making, and a more
detailed knowledge of the principle underlying the study of bread-
making.
Faults 111 Bread. Technical calculations. Diseases III yeast and
bread.
PRACTICAL. Manufacture of bread under different circumstance
to produce faults. se of different flours to show effect. Manufacture
of richer types of fermented mall goods. Hot plate goods. Festival
and window display goods.
CO FECTIO" JERY.
Syrups; fondants j making simple sugar confectionery.
CHOCOLATE GOODS
Use and treatment of chocolate in the bakery. Chocolate coating
of bi cuits and fancies. Perforation of moulds and making of Easter
Eggs and Medallions. Simple centre dipping.
Buffercrenllls. various kinds. Rich Fermented GO'oc!s: Babus,
Dani h Pating, etc. Cake Decoration: Preparation of green pa te
(FOft and hard). Mould making (sulphur and plaster). Soft sugar
,,'ork, etc. 1l1arzipan: Flower and fruit making.
Time Table
BAKERY PRACTICE AND TECHNOLOGY
FIRST YEAR.
Bakery Practice Ta
Ditto Tb
SECOND YEAR.
Bakery Practice II
1 HmD YEAR.
Bakery Practice III
FOURTH YEAR.
Bakery Practice IV
Wed. 3.30-6.30 Room 20 S. Anthony
Thur. 3.30-6.30 Room 20 S. Anthony
. .. Fri. 3.30-6.30 Room 20 S. Anthony
. .. Mon. 3.30-6.30 Room 20 S. Anthony
Tues. 3.30-6.30 Room 20 S. Anthony
CERTIFICATE COURSES IN BREADMAKING AND
FLOUR CONFECTIONERY
The Certificate Courses in both ubject folio\\" the Syllabuses of
the Examination of the City and Guilds of London Institute. The
requisite ancillary subjects to Bakery Practice include Physics,
Chemistry, Cereal cience, l\licrobiology and Decorative Art.
The classes in ancillary subject to be taken by the student in each
~ear of a Course will be determined in consultation with the
Principal.
BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURE
HA~DI RAFT A::\,]) FACTORY OPERATIVE COURSES.
The aim of these classes is to give a knowledge of the YarIOUS
branches of the trade to apprentice: and improvers, who, (m'ing to the
increased use of machinery, are usually confined to one of the man)
branches of the Boot Trade.
e"eral machines ha,-e been added to the equipment.
FIRST, SECO;-<]) MW THIRD YEARS_
Determination of :imple areas, a. of skins; definition of terms;
the action of water upon leather, metric system of mea urement;
differences between the bone: of the infant and adult; ha,,· muscle
act, cffect of friction and presslI rc; formation of the foot and leg,
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"'ith their characteristics and functions; methods of obtaining ~hapc
and dimensions of the foot and leg; measuring apparatus; methods of
recording measurements; fitting uP lasts for bespoke. Pflttun-
<utting: Standards; men's and boys', ladies' and girls'; drafting
tandard pattern; grading patterns into sets; cutting patterns into
working sets. Clicking: Selection and description of various hide
and skins and their adaptability; economy in cutting up kins for
mens' and ladies' boots; upper fitting. Closing: Action of parts of
imple machines for uppers. Rough stuff cutting: The hide and its
diyisions; cutting and orting bottom stuff. Lasting: Hand-lasting
for machine-sewn work; machine-lasting for machine-sewn "'ork
with reference to various machines used. Methods of attaching sole
to uppers, boots for malformed feet. Finishing: Hand-finishing;
description of tools; machine-finishing; acids, stains, colouring sub-
stances, dyes and paints used in finishing boots and shoes. Jl{/nd-
sewn method: Preparing insole; \yelt and lasting; attaching welt
and sole. Ra·w materials. Tanning.
DAY APPRE~TICE SCHOLARSHIP CO RSE
BOOTMAKI JG
This Full-time Day Course extends over two Sessions and is con-
ducted under the terms of the Day Apprentice cholarship cheme.
The Course provides 30 hours of instruction per week, of \vhich
approximately 20 hours are devoted to practical in truction in Boot-
making.
A full description of the Scheme appears on page 27 of the General
Guide.
EVE:\'I:\TG COCRSES A:\'D TIME TABLE
H":\'J)JCRAFT.
1~.0am
Boot and Shoe :-faking-I.
Boot an(1 Shoe :-Iaking-II.
Boot al1(1 Shoe ~fakil1g-II[
:-r., W. 8.0-IQ 0... 3 P. J. Casey
Tu., W. 8.0-10.0... 3 ... P. J. Casey
Tu., Th. 8.0·10.0... 3 '" P. J. Casey
BOOT FACTORY OPERATIVES' COURSE.
Room
Clicking and Pattern Cutting-I.. .. :-r. 8.0-10.0 14 P, J. C'asey
Factory :-[ethods & Operations-I. \V. 8.0-10.0 14 P. J. C'a,cv
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HAIRDRESSERS' WORK
Students are advised to qualify for certificates at the end of
each year's course, as their admission to higher grades depends on
their examination results.
The Institute's Diploma of Proficiency will be awarded to
students who complete a four years' course and pass the final
exallli nation.
Students should provide their own waving tongs, combs,
scissors, razors and strops.
LADIES' HAIRDRESSL TG
The course covers a period of four years.
FIRST YEAR.
Boardwork: Preparation and turning of combings; making
switches, marteaux, frissure forcee, mixing, knotting and mounting.
Deportment in saloon. Haird ressing, cutting, singeing, curling,
~Iarcel waving.
SECOXD YEAR.
Boardwork: Advanced exerci. es In mlxlllg hair, knotting, etc.
TJ"atcr-wm1ing: Its methods and requirements. 1I1odern IIairdrcss-
iug with use of pastiche and ornaments.
THIRD YEAR.
Face alld Scalp 111assage with use of high frequency apparatll , etc.
p erlllallent Waving.
FOL'RTH YEAR.
Hair-dyeing in liquid dyes of one or more solution ; henna appli-
cations, bleaching, etc. Hi torical and Poud re hai r-dressing; pu rpo e
of each design; tudies of variou periods, the postiche. ornaments.
GE='JTLEME~'S HAIRDRESSI~G.
To COVER A Pk,IUOO 01' Two YEARS.
Deportment in saloon, haircutting, shaving, shampooing, beard
cutting, vibro calp and face ma ~age, razor setting. High-frequency
treatment-scalp and face. Singeing. Oil hampooing. Boncilla
face ma sage. Electric haircutting.
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PART-TIME DAY COURSES-LADIES' A D
GENTLEMEl 'S HAIRDRESSI G.
The Courses have been devised to meet the requirements of the
Apprenticeship Committee for the Hairdressing Trade in relation to
the technical training of apprentices.
The Day Courses in Ladies' Hairdressing and in Gentlemen's
Hairdres ing provide six hours of instruction per week in the work
of each of these branches of the Trade, and extend over two Sessions.
Apprentices completing two years of attendance at the Day Courses
must undergo a further two years of advanced instruction in the
Evening Classes.
Classes in Ladies Hairdressing are held on Monday and Wednes-
day in each week from 9.0 a.m. to 12 noon.
Classes in Gentlemen's Hairdressing are held on Tuesday and
Thursday in each week from 9.0 a.m. to 12 noon.
EVEl T1. G COURSES A TD TIME TABLE
Ladies' Hairdressing. ROOM
1st Year (men) A 110n. 8.10 15 M. Noonan and J. D'Arey
do. B Tues. 8-10 16 do.
2nd Year A Wed. 8-10 15 do.
1st Y ar (women) Fri. 8-10 15 do.
Gentlemen's Hairdressing.
1st Year Wed. 8.30-IQ 16 T. Pureel\.
2nd Year Fri. 8.30-IQ 16 T. Pureel\.
TAILORING
The several Cour es in Tailor' Cutting are de\·ised to meet the
requirements of both the Handicraft and Factory Trades. The
teaching ylIabuses follow those of the City and (Juild of London
Institute up to the Full Technological Certificate Stages ill all
branches of the subject.
GE TLEME~'S CCTTING (RETAIL).
FIRST Ai\'D SECOi\'D YEARS.
l11easuring and Drafting: :Method of recording for normal and
abnormal figure -method of taking short direct measures and their
application-principles of cale drawing and drafting patterns-coat,
vest and trouser cutting. General principles and practical tailoring.
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GE TLEML PS CUTTING (WHOLESALE & RETAIL).
THIRD AND FOURTH YEAR.
PR-\CTICAL TAILORING. THIRD YEAR.
A general knowledge of woollens and worsteds, serges, gabardine.
velvet, tweeds, flannels, meltons and saxony and worsted suitings, par-
ticularly in relation to fit and cutting. A thorough working know-
ledge of linings, canvas and materials commonly used for trimmings:
quantities required. Filling, side and cross titching. Tacking pocket>
padding collar. "Velts, pocket stay, stoating, fine drawing, seam-
ing, rantering and button-holes, preparing canvas for shaping of
fronts in coats.
FOURTH YEAR.
General knowledge of the various scwings, required in all classes
of coats, waistcoats, trouser and plus fours (including body coats
and Raglans). Stitching to suit weight of all materials. Basting. Shap-
ing collars for covering with material or velvet. Shaping of shoulders
and putting in sleeves. The process of filling; alterations: method of
indicating and correcting defects. Examination and passing of
finished garments.
DRAFTING A~D ClJTTI~G. THIRD ."~D FOt.:RTH YEARS.
Elementary study of the male figure. General principles of the
construction of patterns. An introduction to the various dispropor-
tions in coats, trousers and waistcoats. Disproportion and unusual
figures. Pantaloons, riding breeches and ]udpurs. Drafting of body
coats, dress coats, morning coats, frock coats, uniform, hunting,
riding and Raglans. Variations in drafting coats for erect, stooping,
and corpulent figures: square, round and sloping shoulders, long.
neck and short neck; provi ion for corpulency in overgarments.
FASHIO. T DRAWli\fG.
Studies of drapery. The rep re entation of textures. The propor-
tions of the figure.
GE TLEME 'S CUTTl1 G (WHOLESALE & RETAIL).
FL AL GRADE (Full Technological Certificate Examination).
Practical Tailoring and complete garment making. Knowledge of
materials; Raw materials; wool and hairs, cotton, linen, ] ute, silk
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and rayon; their characteristic features, properties and composition.
imple methods of identification. Re-manufactures and by-product
fibres. Yarns: characteri tic features of woollen :md worsted yarns,
twist-in yarns, single and multifold yarn cloth making process;
weaving, dyeing and finishing. Principle of cloth construction:
identification of simple and compound structures. Quality in fabrics.
tyles of finish in woollen and wor ted fabrics. Tensile trengths of
,ewings, yarns and fabrics and defects dut' to faults in production.
Analysis and testing of fabric. including the identification of fibre
content, yarn and weave structure. The determination of the thread
units per inch, the counts of the yarn, the name and quality of the
fabric and the weight per yard. Garment Design: The elements of
garment design and their application to pattern making. The clltting
of stock and measure garments. Standard size : Regular, long.
short and stout measurements for all over garments. The variations
from the normal block pattern for special and unusual style features.
Marking-in and matching the garment ports; fillings, inlays and up·
turns in stock and special garments. Cutting for try-on garments:
inlays; correct procedure in trying-on. re-making after trying-on.
The principles of grading: grading long and short sizes.
SHIRTS A .. 'D COTTO~ GARME TTS.
Drafting and Cutting: General principles of construction and
patterns.
Bespoke shirts; dress hirts; bib and brace overall; boiler suits;
butcher's frock; butcher's smock. Chef's coat and cap; waiter's
jackets; dressing gown; engineer's overall jacket; Scout' shirt; tunic
shirt. Pyjama suits; teward's drill jacket. Surgeon's overall; ware-
house overall; white drill jacket for waiters, hotel and club servants,
etc.
LADIES' CUTTI JG.
FIRST A 'D SECO",D YEARS.
Drafting and Cutting: Elementary tudy of the female figure.
Record of measurements: General principles of construction of
patterns. Plain sac coat outline by means of divi ional system for
normal figures, semi-sac coat. Two-piece coat (with bust cut). Panel
Teacher
W. Kelly
W. Kelly
W. Kelly
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jackets. 1 he sleeve and collar system. Plain skirts, one and two-
piece. Ulsters, Raglans, Kimono, Deep seye coats. Coat frock.,
Capes, wrap skirt, pleated skirt. Sports coats, e.g., blazers and tennis.
wraps.
:Modelling; Patterns in Toile. Making a mod~l \\,ithout panel
suppression. The modelled "Lounge" outline. Modelling outline
of a sidebody jacket.
PRACTICAL TAILORING.
A general knowledge of material usually used for \I'omen's coats
and costumes, particularly in relation to fit and cutting. A thcrough
working knowledge of linings, canvas and other materials commonly
used for trimmings, quantities required. Various kind of sewing,
such as felling, side and cross stitching, padding collars and lapels,
sewing on buttons. Pocket of all types, fancy and plain. Button
holes, piped and worked with twist. The cutting of linings for the
body and sleeves and canvas for shaped foreports.
DAY APPRENTICE SCHOLARSHIP CO RSE
TAILORI 'G
This Full-time Day Cour e extends over two Sessions and is con-
ducted under the terms of the Day Apprentice Scholar hip Scheme.
The Course provides 30 hours of instruction per week of which
approximately 20 hours are devoted to practical instruction in
Tailoring.
A full de cription of the Scheme appears on page 27 of the c;eneral
Guide.
EVE. '11 TG CO R ES Ai D TIME TABLE
Subject Day Hour
Tailors' Cutting I & n l[on., Thur. 7.30-9.30
Ladies' Cutting & Tailoring I & IV Tues., Fri. 7.30-9.30
Tailors' Cutting n, In & IV Wed., Fri. 7.30-9.30
Assistant Teachers-T, O'Ca roll. P. Delaney.
A Class in Fashion Drawing may be taken in addition.
Lectures covering the Syllabu' on Knowledge of Materials will be
given during the es ion at time to be arranged.
ART
and
ARTISTIC CRAFTS
The Art Department is open on every evening in the week,
except on a Saturday, and Art students in courses above First Year
Grade may work on any evening in the week when there happens
to be room. Students will work under the guidance of the Art
Master, who may change the night of work, or otherwise vary the
courses to meet particular needs.
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STAFF
ART AND ART CRAFTS.
WILLIAM L. WHELAN, Art l\laster's Certificates, Board of Educa-
tion, London, Silver and Bronze Medalist, National Com-
petition, South Kensington; Medalist, Irish National Art Com-
petition-Head of the Arts and Crafts Department.
JA~1ES ]. BURKE, Certificated Art Teacher, London, Medalist.
MISS MARGARET WHELAN, Certificated Art Teacher, Medalist.
Evening Courses and Time Table
GENERAL ART COURSES
--,-
-------------1-----------1-------------
No.
of
Course
SUBJECT Day lIour Room '.rEACIlER
F:rRST YEAR.
80 K ObJ. and )lcm. Drawing-I. 'fburs_ 7.30-1).30 14
I )lecbanlcal Drawing and Design
-I. Tues. 7.30-0.30 14
Extra Class in any Art subject 7.30-0.30 11
SECOND YEAR.
81 K Ob)' lInd Mem. Drawing-H. .. 'fhurs. 7.30-0.30 14
Design-H. Tues. 7.30-9.30 14
Drawing from Natural Forms
-H. .. MOD. 7.30-0.30 14
D lawlng froUl CastB-H
W. L. WheJan;)!i'sM. WheJan.
~IlB8 ~I. Whelan.
W. L. Whelan.
\V.L \VlleJan.
W. L. \Vhelan; J. J. llurke.
W. L. WheJan.
I
THIRD YEAR.
82 K ObJ. and Mem. Drawlng-lll.
Industrial Design-Ill. . .
Drawing from 'atural :Forms
-Ill...
Drawing from Casts-ill.
Pictorial ComlXlfllUon
Mon.
Tburs.
Thurs.
Thurs.
Mon.
7.30-0.30
7.30-0.30
7.30-0.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-0.30
14 I '~. L. '':helan;)Iba )1. Wbelan
14 " . L. \\ llelan ; J. J. Burkc.
14 W. L. Whelan.
14 W. L. Whelan.
14 W. L. Whelnn.
FOURTII YEAR.
83 K Obl. and Mem. Drawing-IV.
Industrial Design-IV.
Pictorial ComlXlflltlon ..
Drawing and Painting from
atural Forms
Mon.
Tburs.
Mon.
Mon.
7.30-0.30
7.30-9.30
7.30 -9.30
7.30-0.30
14
14
14
W. L. \Vhellln.
W.L. Wheil"..
W. L. Wlle'un
\V. L. \\ hem.1.
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APPLIED. ART AND CRAFT COURSE
No. I
ot Sun,'",cT Day Hour Room 'rEAOJIEH
CourFt:
---,
nUST YEAR,
S' K l\1ecbanlcal Drawing, Geometrl·
cal Dcslgll, etc. 'fues. 7,30-9.30 14 )liss M. Whelnn.
}'reebaOll and Elementary
Drawing from Casts. etc. Tburs. 7.30-9.30 14 W. L. Wbelan.
Craftwork Mon. 7.30-9.30 14 W. L. Wbelan;MlssM. Wbelan.
SECOND YEAR.
86 K Elemen tary Designs and General
17.30-9.30Handlcratts .. Mon. 14 W. L. Wbelan .
Drawing of Common Objects,
etc. Thurs. 7.30-9.30 14 W. L. Whelan.
Craftworlc
'I'BIRD YEAR
Sv K Indu;otrlal Design Tbur~. 7.30-9.30 14 W. L. Whelan, J. J. Uurke.
Drawing In Light nnd Shade
trom Casts. etc. 'fues. 7.30-9.:10
rattwork
FO RTH YE.\R.
87 K Indw;trlal Design nOli Historic IW. L. Wbela~_Development of S(yles Thurti. 7.30-9.30 14
Craftwork -
In the Tblrd and F'ourtb Years a Olassln Craftwork should be taken, and In tbe }'Irst and Second Years an
approprla(e 0las8 In Art lidded.
SPECIAL ART AND CRAFT CLASSES
<'UDJEOT Day Hour I JWom '£EAOJl.ER
KEVIN STREET TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.
Al t Metalwork .. I Tue-'fhrs.
Enamellhlg on Metal Tue·Thrs.
Dmwblg nnd Design tor Leat1JC r-! I
work and Leathercratt .. Mon.Wed.·Th....
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
J. J. Uurke.
J. J. Burke.
W. L. Wbelan; MI/III M. Wbelnn.
Leathem·ork. Stencilling, ete.
DCI!lgn f I' Art Ironwork ..
('.I"nlm"r,.t"t Art
--_._-
:llon.-Th....
:llon.·Thro.
7.30-9.30
7,30-9.30
W. L. IVI,dan; :11188:11. Wbelan.
W. L. Whelan.
\V.L. Whelan .
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GENERAL ART SYLLABUSES
MECHA ICAL DRAWl IG, PATTERN CONSTRUCTION
A ID GEOMETRICAL DESIGN.
The course is arranged so that students may become acquainted with
the use of instruments, T square, set squares, compass, scales, etc., and
the principles of construction of ordinary geometrical figures; special
reference will continually be made to the application of geometry to
the different branches of industrial art, such as designing, etc. The
exerci es worked in cla will include the drawing of geometrical
pattern ; spacing of wall and other surfaces for decorati\'e purpo:es;
band and border ; unit of pattern; diapers; the construction of
arch-form ; tracery and mouldings. In addition, exercises will be
given in the projection of simple solids.
FREEHA D DRAWING, ELEME TARY DRAWl TG
FROM CASTS AND TAT RAL FORMS.
Materials and aim of :tudy; methods of using pencil, pen, char-
coal and bru h; their suitability to expre~s form in line or mass;
blackboard demonstrations to show methods of construction. struc-
tural planning, guide, leading and controlling lines; proportion of
ma se , spaces, boundarie' and details; drawing from large diagram
of con truction or ornamental floral, foliated and animal form., care-
fully elected and graduated to train the hand and lead the eye to
appreciate beauty of form and proportion and to how in an elemen-
tary way the development of architecture and ornament ;the prin-
ciples of ornamentation; free-arm drawing on paper and blackboard j
e:-..ercises to te. t the student ability to apply the principle which
ha\'e been already taught; exercises in the representation of form
with flat washe of colour; di rect drawing in silhouette j d rawinO'
from ca ts of imple ornament and . imple sprays of natural foliage
in high and low relief; drawing from shells, butterfl ies and bi rds j
dra 'ling from photographs of imple spray of natural foliage, flowers
and fruit j drawing from natural foliages, flowers and fruit j cl ra\l'-
ing from photograph, ca e and large diagram of typi al examples
of hi toric tyle, pattern and cheme of decoration, including
herald ry and lett ring in use at different periods, furniture, utensils,
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costume, armour, etc.; typical ornamental treatment of border,
medallions, panels, frie;,o;es and pila'ters. Provision will be made
during the lessons for practice in time-drawing; simple memory
drawing.
ELEME JTARY DESIG AND GENERAL HANDICRAFTS
Materials used in designing, paper, tinted grounds, blackboard,
chalk, charcoal, colours, stains and ink; methods of work; trans-
fering, pouncing and stencilling, bilateral and radial patteflls, work-
ing drawings; methods of delineation; outline, surface, massing or
spacin<Y, relief, modelling and carving; elements of ornament; geo-
metry as the basis of ornament; geometric de ign; Aoral and natural
forms, their adaptation to decoration; designing to fill given space :
square, triangle, border, spand ril, lunette, pilaster, panel; the de ign
may consist of :ornament composed of straight lines only, geometric
ornament, interla ing ornament, scroll-work, and foliated or floral
ornanient; surface de ign and repeating patterns, compo cd of straight
lines, geometric, interlacing, scroll-work, and Aoral ornament;
diapers and "all-over" patterns; "drop," "sprig," and "trellis"
Patterns; simple designs in the Celtic style; practice in minor hand i-
crafts not requiring special plant or apparatus will be carri d on in
the design rooms. The cction includes: making of sten il plate',
gesso-work, poker work, embroid 'rY, leather work, wood-block
making and printing. tile paintin<Y, lithographic drawing, book decora-
tion, etc.
MODEL DRAWl r, DRAWl TG OF COMMO OBJECTS,
MEMORY DRAWING.
Experience to show by actual abservation the efiect of perspective
in modifying th app aran e of obj t·; position of points, meaning
and illu tration f vanishing; la\\"s governing th· appearance of
object·, and how th y hould be drawn; d ra \Vi ng the ci rcl > in cl if-
ferent positions, at th eye level, abov> and b ·Iow th eye level;
application to th· drawing of familiar obj' ·ts of circular s tion, sU'h
as 'ylinders, jars and 'ans; drawing. of regular solids, with applica-
tion to common objects: the cube. re tan/?;ular prism, triangular
prism, hexagonaJ pri'm, on' and pyramid.
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DRA'VI G L LIGHT AND SHADE, FROM CASTS,
COMMO I OBJECTS, AND NATURAL FORMS.
:\laterials and how to use them; imple exerci e in rendering flat
tones; graded and flat tone by means of chalk, pencil, pen and brush;
meaning of term : light, half-tone, shade, cast-shadow and their
modifications; natural and artificial lighting of objects; plane sur-
faces and surfaces inclined to the ource of light; the cube. prism,
and box; shadows from straight lines and simple su rface on plane
and curved surface : the cylinder, cone and sphere; exerci. es on
these to show the effect of different backgrounds; ring with concave
and convex. ection ; "a e form ; distribution of light and shade on
"ase form ; true tone and relative tone; exercis s in rendering geo-
metric olid ; relief ornament on flat grounds and on curved sur-
faces; more adnlllced exerci e. from the ca t, and from groups of
obje ts; application of th principl of light and shade to the
drawing of archite tural and natural form.; details from the
antique; detail from life; drawing in light and :hade from memory,
and tim drawings; fini. hed studie .
BR SH\V RK i ID P_ I TL IG Ri AME T.
Brush form r ulting from single bru. h-impres. ions; combined
bru h mark. of different tone, ; the rendering of ornamental forms
by means of brush :trok s; drawing with the brush in silhouette,
simpl architectural and natural forms, I aves /lowers; direct expres-
.ion of plant and animal life by means of bru h\\'ork; the mi:\ing and
harmonious jutapositi n of colour and the preparation of \'arious
grounds; painting ornament in oil and t'mpera from the cast, from
photographs and from examples of decorativ' painting to be fOlllld
On "ases or tile:; copy from, tained glas. and other e,amples of his-
toric art; the importance and in Auence of the situation and surround-
ings on th painting of ornament.
TH PRI. IPLE F R_ TAME. T ArTD DESI
HIST RIC DEVEL PME T1 OF STYLES.
Lectures for craft. men and stud 'nts of design; the use of form
and colour for de'orative Ilurro eo, in 'various p'riods; architertural
eh'm nts, general proportion' of architectural forms; prin iples and
elements of ornam nt; trll tlll' and grO\\th of plants, trees and
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shell ; analy is of form and design; characteritics in typical orna-
ments, metal work, bronze, porcelain, costume, textile and embroi-
deries; furniture and wood work; book illustration; animal forms in
nature and their adaptation as ornament ; human figure, griffin',
dolphin, birds, etc.; nemonic ornament; ymbolic ornament; letter-
ing; architectural details a ornaments; Egyptian, Assyrian and (Jreek
art; Etruscan and Roman art; early Chri tian art in Ireland; othic
art; Persian, Japane e and other riental. tyle; Renai' 'anee ;
modern art.
COMMERCIAL ART.
Lettering and its Applications: Decorated initials; printed
notice ; name plate ; window tickets; map ; plans and architectural
drawings. Drawing for Reproduction: Book illu tration; proce
work; colour printing. Poster Design: Show card; catalogue
covers; calendar. Fashion Drat('ing and Dress Design: Figure
measurement, po e and gesture; drapin the figure, drap ry, colour
ane! compo ition; fa hion technique.
RTISTIC HA rDICR FTS.
LalJlp and Candle hades, Lanterns: The making of wire frame
the use of vellum and parchment, paper', ilk', t.; the de\' ']opmcnt
of 'hapes and decoration of ,amc. Printing with Lino and If?ood
Blork : Drawing, de igning and cutting. Decorative Painting of
ff/hitw'oot! TT/are: Tray" bo 'cs, bowL, framcs and candl' tick.
RTISTI L " THER W RK.
Materials: tool·-technical proce e -typ s of lath r craft. Con-
structive lather \Vork-appli d ornamcnt- tallling-poli hing-blind
and gold tooling, 'tc. (londays, 'Veqn sdays, Thursday,. 7.
.30).
ART M <TAL RAFT ID JEWELL RY.
Th> nee "ary tools; th ir 'orreet lI' and appli 'ation. l\lctal;
their qualiti sand ))1' 'Parati n, 'omp ition and preparation 0 pitch
and pitch blo ks. Rep uss ~; the pr du,tion of patt'm and cl i n
resulting entir>ly from th> 'ombin<l ion and rcp·tition of \arioll
toolmarks or impres iOlls.
nature and qualities-the grinding, wa hing,
urface, firing, annealing, and surface fini hing
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The embo . ing of simple forms. Simple sheet metal work: The
etting out and de\'e!opment of \ arious forms on thick Paper. Flat
heet metal con. truction; tray. and boxes et. The raising of metal
from the flat. heet to the round
imple je\lell ry: 'V'ire drawing and twisting; the making of
rings, grain, di. c., domes and .·croll. The decoratil'e selection and
arrangement of the e unit in the prod uction of design. The process
of hard soldering; pickling and polishing. The setting of stones and
enamel panel .
ART EL -AMELLI G.
Preliminary preparation of the metal-cutting, doming, and
cl aning.
The enamel-it
application on m tal
of.
Th "ariou . tvle of--Champleve, Cloisonne, etc.-thrir u 'e In
jewellery and in the decoration of flat and rai cd fan.
eR }< T 'LA ES.
Monday, Tue day, Wcdne days. Thursday, 7.30-9.30.
ADVANCED DESIGN APPLIED TO CRAFTS
In this class ex rci e' will b arranged baring upon the particular
branch of de ign or handicraft the tudent desires to follow up.
_ (h anced d('ign adopted to special proce e of ex cution : ,yood-
can'ing, goldsmiths' work, enamelling, metal work, embossing,
casting and iron\\'ork; book illustration; proc'ss w'lrk; wood·
engra"ing; 'olour printing; furniture and plaster work; designs for
chem of decoration with .ome important feature arri d out to full
ize , or t as larg a. cal as the limits will alloll'; designs for im
POrtant comp tition to full iz or to a large s ale, with k tches to
ho\\" he p . ition th' de. i n i meant to 0 'cupy.
Lectures for those engaged in the various
Art Industries and Crafts
- hort call r of Lectur "ill probably b given by th rt
~la t'r, :\1 r. 'V. L. , h lan, the dates of which will b po. ted on
th ho I . TO ic -board.
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DOMESTIC
. AND
WOMEN'S
SCIENCE
WORK
Classes in Domestic Science provide young women and girls over
School age with facilities for practical and cultural training suitable
for home and business interests.
Students may enrol for single subjects or for cour es.
TEACHING STAFF
Miss KATHLEEN O'SULLIVAN, IIeadmistress.
Miss T. BRADY.
Miss E. GALLAGHER.
Mi s F. RUSSELL.
Mrs. C. EVIN.
Miss E. PERRY.
FEES
Mrs. K. MCCORMA K.
Miss G. ARI ISTRONG.
Mi's M. MULC IlY.
l\Iiss M. l\IEuETT.
Mi s C. McDoNALD.
Evening lasses-7/6 per CIa . Each additional cIas, 2/6.
Students who through obtaining employment are unable to con-
tinue in attendance at the Whole-time Day School Courses of the
City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee will be admitted
to approved evening school courses, without fees, up to the value of
the Day School Fees paid.
The same concession may be extended to other tudents who have
left the Day School Courses, if the reason for their non-attendance
at the Day School lasses are considered by the Principal to be
adequate.
ArranO'ement will be made for cla e through the medium of
Irish.
NOTE.-AlI Fees must be paid on enrolment. Fees cannot
be refunded.
Time
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Tables
JUVENILE ADVISORY COMMlTl'EE,
CLASSES FOR GffiLS.
SubJ~ct Uay Hour Teacher Room
Cookerr ,. IMonday 10-12 Mrs. ~roL:onnack 20
Enlr11u dud Ar1t.ha1eUc •• Monday 12- 1 Miss Jordan 19
Cookery . , . . . • .. ITuesdaY 10-12 ~Irs. MoCormack 20
Laundry &: :Household ~Ianagement ~ruC8day 12- 1 ~[rs. McCormack 20
Cookery IWedneaday 10-12 Miss E, Mamell 20
Enallsh and Arithmetic WedneRday 12- 1 ~lIss Jordan 19
Cookery ThUlllday .. 10-12 1\[rs. McCormat·k 20
Irish ThuNlday 12- 1 Mrs. Gleeson 19
n. me Sewing l"r1day 10 12 Mls~ Brady 20
English and ArIthmetic FrIday 12- 1 ~Ilss .lordau 19
EVENING CLASSES.
'--------1----
lJlw sand
No. Subject Sta~e Hay Uour
--------------,----------1---
~eacher Iloom
Cookery 1. Monday .. 7.30 9.30 I ~1I~s T. llwly
2 ookery ... n. Tuesday .. 7.30 9.30 Mls ~r. Mulcah)'
3 Cookery B n. Wedn -day 7.30 9.30 Miss 'I. BradY
4 ookery A 111.; A IV. Thurl!day 7.3/HI.30 , ~IIes M. Mellct!
6 Drcll8JI\aklng .. AI. ~ronday .. 7.30-9.80 ~fls. F. Ru ell
6 DrC88lllaklng .. A IT. ~ronday .. 7.30-9.30 I ~lJ • G. Arrn,tronlr
7 IDressUlaklull .. B n. Wednellday 7.30 9.30 I Miss E. I;allalrber ..
8 lh lUAklOll. . . . B I. F'riday 7.30 9.30 Mr•. 'I. Whelan
9 Dres."",aklnll . . . . 01. I'hurlldaY 6.0'7.0 i\lIss Jo'. Rus·ell
10 Ne dlework &, KuIUlr lr A I. " 11. Thursduy 7.30 0.30 Mrs. '. Nevln
11 FnncY'II'ork .. I A I. Frllll\)' 7.30 0.30 Mrs. O. N"'ln
Art and <:ra/ts-
12 Leatb rwork. Al.,'AII. '1'","'da)' .. 7.:10 0.:30 Mrs. O. -cvln
13 I'ancywork 11. WC/lne ay ?:l0 0.:30 MNI. O. Nevln
14 JlOl1llCCrlIIt 11. Wrdne'dM' 5.0 7.0 Mls. 0, Ncvln
15 Hon wllery AI. 11 Frldn)' 7.30 9.30 '"h1 ~1. Me I it
16 ~IllllncrY A I. TuesdRY .. 7.30 1l.30 MIH C. McDonald
17
"lJIlnery A If. Thlll'",IRY 7.30 9.30 311.8 IcOonald
-
20
20
~O
20
18
HI
19
19
10
18
18
I
1
1~
~o
21)
20
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SYLLABUSES
COOKERY
FIRST YEAR.
Economy in cooking and choice of food. Fuel and temperatures
suitable for various processes. Construction and management of
range, gas, electric and oil sto\'es, and general cullery work,
Construction and management of sink. Disposal of refuse. Classi-
fication of foods. Arrangement of simple meals and setting tables.
Preparation of the following dishes :-
Soups. Stock, broths, vegetable and gravy.
Fish. Boiled salt and fresh fish, potted herring, fried fish, reheated
fish.
l\1eat. Boiled mutton. salt meat, liver and bacon. Irish stew, meat
pudding, Cornish pasties, fried bacon and au ages, mince,
hash, tripe and cowheel.
Vegetable. Roots, greens and dried vegetable. alad.
Sweets. l\lilk and custard puddings, stewed fruit, baked apples,
fruit and jam tarts, bread and butter pudding.
Bread and Cakes. Soda and yea t bread, milk rolls, buns, biscuits,
oatcake, potato cake, pancakes and plain fruit cake.
Invalid dishes. Beef tea, gruel, barley water, lemonade, egg flip,
albumen water, "'hey, carrigeen mould and drink.
Sund ries. Boiled, fried, poached and crambled eggs, macaroni
cheese, Welsh rarebit, chee e pudding. Foundation sauces,
weet and savoury. Home-made baking powder. Rendering
and clarifying fat.
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SECOND YEAR.
SOUpS. Scotch broth, tomato. gravy and celery.
Fi h. Fried, grilled, baked and steamed. Fish in batter. Reheated
fish.
l\leat. Ca erole of rabbit, roast meats, chicken and bacon, stuffed
steak, sau.age rolls. cutlet, grilled chop or steak, curry, beef-
steak pie, haricot of mutton, cold meat cookery.
weets. Cu tard pudding, . uet, batter, bakewell. Eve's and sago
plum pudding, apple cake, lemon tart, and simple cold sweets.
Bread and Cakes. Soda and yeast bread, scones, buns, queen, seed,
fruit and ~1adeira cake. jam sandwiches. barm brack.
Vegetables. Dre sed vegetables. Salads.
Sauces and Gravie. Accompaniments to various dishes.
Sundries. Pre ervation of foods. Cheese and egg dishes. Sweet and
savoury omelets.
THIRD YEAR.
The cour e of instruction will include a revision of the principles
of first and econd year' cookery with the addition of instruction in
the following :-
oUPs. l\leat and vegetable puree and creams.
Fi h. Filleted and dres ed fi h. Ru ian fi h pIe, souffiees, ,almon
mayonnal e.
Entrees. l\tlutton, beef and veal cutlet, kromskies, galantines, roast
and boiled fowl, brawn. meat pies and patis.
weets. Hot pudding, steamed and baked, cream, jellies, pastries,
flaky, rough puff choux and raised pies.
Bread. Plain and fancy. Scones.
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Cake. Plum, sponges, fancy cakes, including plain and iced biscuits.
Sundries. Savouries, breakfast and supper dishes, bottling fruit,
almond, water and royal icings, menus.
FOURTH YEAR.
The course of instruction will include trussing and serving game, •
braising, clearing soups. High-cla s pastries, and the making of the
following :-
Hors d'reuvres and saVOUrIes.
Soups. Consommes, creams, purees and bisques.
} ish. Scallops, patties, creams, lobster and salmon mayonnaise, fish
in aspic..
Meats. Veal, lamb, dressed game, boned fowl, dres ed tongue, galan-
tines, quenelles.
Sweets and cakes. Hot and cold souffiees, creams, ices, gateau, yeast
buns, petits fours.
Sweetmeat. Toffee, fudge, fondants, marshmallO\y , Turkish delight.
Sund ries. Jams, jellies. pickles, variou icings.
DECORATIVE LEATHER WORK
I O• 5.
Cutting out and making up of simple articles, particularly for
household use. Shopping bags, boxes, chairs, pouffes, fire-screens,
note cases, purses, slip-on book covers.
The tracing of designs: Celtic, floral. Punching and modelling.
:Mixing and applying stains. Glove-making. Insertion of press-
buttons. Handbags, blotters, pocket-books.
Methods of finishing and ornamenting. Design as required.
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DRESSMAKING
FIRST YEAR.
Care and u e of sewing machine. Choice of materials, price, width
and quantities required for garments. Gencral rules for cutting out,
fitting and making up the following: O"eralls, smocks, blouses,
skirts, frocks and cardigan suits. Fancy stitches used as trimming.
Renovations and mending. Simple drafting as required: Adaptation
of patterns.
DRESSMAKL G
SECO. 0 YEAR.
U e and adaptation of fashion paper patterns. Rules for measur-
ing, cutting out, fitting and making sports suits, costumcs, coat frocks,
afternoon and evening frocks and wraps; children's wcar, including
boys' suits.
Damping, pressing and hrinking materials. Trimming processes
used in dressmaking.
FANCY WORK
FIRST YEAR.
Embroidery and fancy stitches, drawn-thread work for afternoon
tea cloths. Hem-stitch, veining, smocking and applique.
The making of nightdress sachets, bedspreads, table-runners,
cushions, cosies, table-centres, dinner-mats, in canvas work, ribbon
and coloured embroidery; Richlieu crewel work, needle-weaving.
SECOND YEAR.
More advanced exercises on First Year syllabus.
Beadwork for dresses and bags-coloured embroidery on silk, satin
<lnd velvet. Italian and English quilting.
Painting on glass, ilk and velvet. Sealing wax work-stencilling.
Homecraft : moca sin and fancy slippers. Raffia work.
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HOME SEWING
Choice of material ; the various stitches and seams used in needle-
work. Simple decorative titches. Care and use of se\ying machine.
Cutting out and making under-garments, aprons, overalls, maids'
dresses. Children's and adults' garments. Renovations.; Patching,
darning, and re-modelling; care of household linen. Repairing tweed,
serge and woollen garments.
HOUSECRAFT
FIRST YEAR.
l\Iaking of cosies. cu hions, achet and pouffes. Covering butter
boxe as work boxes, coal boxes, seagrass stools, cane tray, rugs and
mat. Care and cleanin cr of carpets, linoleum, furniture and paint.
Making of simple polishes, methods of artificial lighting. Care of
silver, copper, brass, cutlery and other metal. Cleaning and poli h-
ing mirrors, windo\\·s. Care of linen. Renovations.
SECO~D YE. R.
Hints on furnishing and decorating-Colour schemes. Choice and
care of modern appliances in a hOll e. Care of hou ehold linen.
Renovation of blind and curtains. J.lvlaking pouffes (plain and
sprung), lampshades, screens, window seat, fender stools, bed pread .
IVlaking loose covers. Upholstering "'icker and occasional chairs.
Lamp hades. Eiderdowns. Cane 'Vorkbaskets, etc.
Care and cleaning of ivory, ebony, tortoi eshell.
KNITTING
This course compri~e Knitting generally, including tockings and
sock; re-heeling. JUll1pers, pullovers, cardigan suits, dres es, child-
ren's and infants' garments.
MILLINERY
Taking measurement and drafting imple hat hape to indivi-
dual measurements; making lip hape in espartia, millinery net and
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canvas; covering above with suitable materials j interlinings; sports
hats, in cloth, felt, and leather j simple hand-made trimmings j
working variou stitches used in making foundation shapes and in
attaching covering to shapes j insertion of head-linings; renovation of
felt and velours; the use of ribbon in covering, making up and
trimming hats; children's millinery. Remodelling and renovations.
NEEDLEWORK
FIRST YEAR.
Cutting out and making imple undergarments for children and
adults by hand and machine.
Methods of mending and patching garments (calico, print, flannel
and damask); darning, setting on tapes and buttons; buttonholes.
Simple drafting by paper-folding.
Carc and u e of the sewing-machinc. The various stitches used
in ncedlework and their application to undergarments; choice, price
and quantity of materials required for underclothing j setting gathers
into bands, cams j methods of working openings in under-garments j
setting on trimmings to undergarment, simple embroidery stitches j
setting in a gu et. Repairing house and table linen.
SECO"D YEAR.
Cutting out and making embroidered undergarments j materials,
price, width. quantities lequired. l\1aking ets of undelwear in all
kind of material. Dressing Gowns. Bed \Vrap , etc.
Renovation .


